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SUMMARY 
The direct  mechanical, thermal and electrical  effects of l ightnfng upn 
aircraf t  have been the subject of extensive studies during the past several 
decades; however, the induced or indirect electrical effects of lightning 
upon aircraf t  have not, until recently, received similar attention. Numer- 
ous incidents, however, have indicated that light- currents whfch flow 
through the skin and structure of a metallic  aircraft can induce hazardous 
voltages into electrical circuits within. Many incidents have been reported, 
fo r  example, i n  which avionics equipments have been disabled as a result of 
lightning strokes to the aircraft. Accordingly, this program was undertaken 
t o  measure the  level of voltages which lightning may ir,duce i n  a variety of 
actual aircraft  circuits,  and determine the extent to  which these voltages 
may be impressed ,across connected impedances representing various aircraft 
electrical  components. 
To accomplish this, the right-hand wing of an F89J aircraft ,  complete 
with a l l  normally installed electrical  circuits,  was utilized as a t e s t  bed. 
Full-scale simulated lightning strokes were delivered to various locations 
on the wing, and measurements of induced voltages and currents were made a t  
the electrical circuit terminals. Because only a wing  was tested, an ana- 
lytical- technique was developed with which to determine the amount of in- 
duced voltage which these circuits would actually impress across connected 
electrical  loads i n  other parts of the aircraft. From this analysis tech- 
 que, relationships between the induced voltage and the applied lightning 
current parameters were also discovered. 
Induced voltages measured ranged between several  millivolts  in well- 
shielded high-impedance circuits, and one hundred vol t s   in  poorly-shielded 
low-impedance circuits, which utilized the airframe as the circuit return 
path. 
I n   a l l  cases, the measured induced voltages were expressible mathe- 
matically i n  terms of a resistive voltage component, proportional to the 
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lightning current amplitude, and an inductive compnent, proportional t o  
its ra te  of change. Effective wtng resistances and mutual inductances re- 
lating these components to the lightning current mplitude and rate-of- 
change parameters were analytically derived from the test   data,  for each 
t e s t  condition and circui t .  
From this investigation it has been determined that  lightning may 
cause induced voltages of a magnitude probably swfficient to  interfere with 
or damage sensit ive aircraft  electrical  and arionics equipments. This is 
particularly l ikely if  the results of these tests are ext rap la ted   to  cor- 
respond with larger   a i rcraf t  dimensions or  more severe lightning strokes. 
Substantial reduction in   the  level  of induced voltages may be obtained, 
however, if  certain shielding and grounding teekmico_ues can be u t i l i zed   in  
the design and layout of aircraft  electrical  circuitz;. 
Preliminary evaluations were made of 8 nondestructive t e s t  technique 
for  possible use i n  determining the voltages which lightning may induce i n  
the circui ts  of other aircraft. This technique latilizes a low-energy pulse 
generator known as a transient analyzer, i n  place of a full-scale simulated 
lightning current generator. When scaled upward, voltages induced by the 
transient analyzer tests agreed closely ~t2-1 those induced by full-scale 
simulated lightning currents of the same wave shape. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The effects of lightning on aircraf t  have been the subebject of ex.tended 
investigations carried out during the past twenty years by various govern- 
mental agencies, aircraft  industries and research laboratories (See Bibli- 
ography). To date these pr0grm~s have concentyated on defining the "K?ml 
and mechanical effects of lightning on aircraf t  md. associated hazards to 
surfaces, structures m d  fuel system Previous research has also been 
directed toward defining the effects of direct l ightning contact W i t h  ex- 
ternal electrical  components, such as arntenm.8 and position lights. 
Very l i t t l e  research had been accomplished, however, t ~ w a r d  definition 
of the  indirect  or induced effects of 1ightnAng 0n aircraft  electrical  sys- 
tems. It has been recsmaed that t he  magnetic fields associated ~5th 
lightning currents passing "criou@ the aircraft skin and stmetlare @.an link 
aircraft  electrical  circuits and came resultant induced voltages. Simi- 
larly,   l ightdng  currents m y  also result in resistive voltage rises >.long 
the skin of m aircraft ,  which may be part of aa e.lectrfca1 c i r c u i t  i f   the  
skin is used as a return path f o r  such circuits e 
The magnitude of these voltages, or extent; to which they interact 
with and affect   aircraft   electrical  and electrordc system had not been de- 
termined, m a t  has been evident is that  sensitive avionics, as well as 
other equipment, have been increasingly affected by some characteristic of 
f l i gh t  environment and communication equipments have fafled. Electroexplo- 
sive devices (EEDOs) have also been e.ctuat.ed in similar mvfroments (ref. 
l ) o  Nevertheless, for  many years these hazards were lived with lznd few, i f  
any, fatal accidents could be assigned t o  these effects. Induced effects, 
in  the  past, were probably not severe enough t o  cause extensive damage to  
electronic equipment, partially because such equipelat has made extensive 
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use of vacuum tubes which, due to the vacuum gap between electrodes, have 
inherently high voltage breakdown characteristics. The l a t e s t  and most 
modern aircraft ,  however, have equipment which used semiconductorS and 
micro-circuitry, which are much less tolerant of transient overvoltages 
and currents. Increasing use of these devices and others such as inte- 
grated and hybrid circuits i s  evident in  current development of advanced 
avionic equipments. 
Some investigation has been accomplished to  determine the transient 
voltage and current withstand capability of these new devices, and other 
work has been accomplished to  determine the voltage breakdown characteris- 
t i c s  of various electronic equipments and the inadvertent firing of Em's 
on aerospace vehicles ( ref .  1). Very l i t t l e  work,  however,  had been ac- 
complished t o  determine the magnitude of induced voltages arising in   a f r -  
craft electrical circuits, or their relationships to characteristics of 
the lightning currents that cause them. It is necessary to  know these 
voltage levels before the susceptibility of a i rcraf t  systems and compon- 
ents to interference o r  damage therefrom can be assessed. 
Accordingly, th i s  program was undertaken to determine the magnitude of 
magnetically-induced (and resistive) voltages which may ar i se   in   a i rc raf t  
electrical  circuitry  within a metallic aircraft enclosure through which 
lightning current i s  flowing, and evaluate the factors affecting these volt- 
ages * 
A n  understanding of these factors will permit an analysis of the sus- 
ceptibil i ty of sensitive avionics systems and coreponents to these voltages, 
and determination of protective requirements and techniques. 
For practical reasons, the experimental portion of this investigation 
had to  be conducted on a structure of a single type of a i rcraf t .  While the 
same factors are l ikely to be effect ive  in   a l l   a i rcraf t ,   the  degree to 
which each affects  the induced voltages in  other  aircraft  i s  not known. 
Therefore, this  program has proceeded on the basis that a thorough study of 
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the mechanism of induced voltages i n  a single  aircraft  would permit sat is-  
factory techniques to  be developed with which t o  evaluate many other  air- 
craf t  on a mre rapid and economical basis. Thus, t h e  specific objectives 
of t h i s  program were to: 
Measure the voltages induced in   actual   a i rcraf t   c i rcui ts   as  a 
result  of lightning  current flow through a major structural 
assembly of an aircraf t .  
Determine the extent to which these voltages may be coupled in- 
to any loads (equipment) elsewhere i n  "Is aircraft ,  the input 
impedance of which is known. 
Identify t h e  factors affecting these voltages, and determine 
the significance of each. 
Develop techniques fo r  performing similar evaluations of the 
susceptibility of circuits within many different  aircraft  to 
lightning-induced effects. 
The aircraft   structural  assembly used for  this investigation was the 
complete right-hand wing of an F89J (Scorpion) all-weather fighter air- 
craft .  The  wing, supplied by NASA, was intact  a d  had a l l  normally in- 
stalled  electrical   circuits  in  place.  
A wing was chosen f o r  t h i s  investigation for several reasons. Mrst, 
the wings are among the locations most frequently struck by lightning, and 
lightning  currents must flow along the length of the wing to  reach the 
other extremities of the aircraf t  from which the stroke would likely  exit. 
In addition, much electrical   circuitry is present i n  a wing, and its orien- 
tation  parallel  w i t h  lightning  current  flow is l ikely  to  result i n   t h e  
greatest interaction ~5th the resultant magnetic field. finally, contrary 
to common belief, the noncylindrical geometry of a wing assures that, even 
though the wing surface is a conductor, some magnetic flu will be present 
within  the wing. 
Full-scale simulated lightning strokes of varying wave shapes and 
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amplitudes were delivered to various locations on the wing. Measurements 
were made of the induced voltages appearing a t  the terminals of the wing 
electrical  circuits,  located at  the base of the wing, and correlations were 
made between these measurements and the lightning stroke and wing circuit  
characteristics. 
In order to provide a means of determining the amant cf induced volt- 
age which these c i r c u i t s  would impress across the terminals of pieces of 
equipment t o  which they would be connected i n  a complete aircraft ,  measure- 
ments of voltages across the open wing circuit terminals, as well as cur- 
rents flowing through the terminals when short; cimuited were  made. nom 
these measuremerts, equivalent ~ ”” circuits were determined analytically. 
These circuits are actually the Theverdn equivalents of the wing circuits 
with respect t o  their terminals a t  the wing root. To these circuits, which 
consist of an ideal voltage source and a series impedance, any desired 
flloadlf impedance can be added. and i ts  voltage response calculated, 
Additional analytical procedures were applied to derive relationships 
between the applied simulated lightning currents and the induced voltages. 
Full-scale simulated lightning stroke currents were applied for  most 
of the tes ts  in  this  program; however, some comparison tes t s  were also per- 
formed using  very low amplitude currents  associated  with  the  Transient . . ~ .... 
, .. 
Analyzer to evaluate the application of this instrunlent as a nondestructive 
means of determining the voltages which lightning would induce in   c i rcui ts  
of other aircraft. The Transient Analyzer i s  a derice developed by the 
G.E. High Voltage Laboratory fo r  performing simiiar  nondestructive  tests on 
large-scale electric power apparatus 
””.” B 
The work described i n  this report represents, as f a r  as is  known, the 
f i r s t  thorough experimental investigation of lightning-induced voltages i n  
electric circuits within a major portion of an aircraft .  Associated ma- 
ly t ica l  work has permitted an understanding of some of the  significant fac- 
tors and relationships affecting these voltages. While the voltages 
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measured necessarily do not have direct   significance  to  al l   other  aircraft ,  
the  investigation  has provided a  significant  insight  into  the problem of 
lightning hazards t o  aircraft   electrical  systems. 
The main text of this report is divided into two sections, covering 
the Experimental Investigation and the Analysis of Results. Inasmuch as a 
large amount of data was gathered, only summaries or  tables necessary t o  
' i l lus t ra te  important points are included i n  the main text. The basic data 
are tabulated and presented in  the Appendix. 
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
DESCRIPTION OF TEST OBJECT 
Bvsical  Characteristics of F89J Wing 
The right-hand wing of an F89J (Scorpion) all-weather fighter served 
as the main tes t   object   for  this program. 
The Northrop F89J aircraf t  is a midwing all-weather interceptor 
fighter. Main features include a tricycle landing gear, combination ai-  
leron speed brakes, slotted wing flaps, w5ng tip f u e l  or combination fuel 
and rocket pads, and removable underwing pylons for  fuel or armament 
stores. 
The wing furnished had been removed from U.S. A i r  Force aircraft,  Ser- 
i a l  No. 53-2555. According to the USAF Technical Orders, this aircraf t  is 
i n  Group 60, Code Y . The wing is equipped with a 600 gallon t i p   fue l  tank 
and an underwing pylon. No stores were present for the pylon. 
The  Wing,  shown i n  Figures 1 and 2, is of fu l l  cantilever, multispar 
construction using heavy, tapered alclad skin. The principal sections are 
the main wing panel, leading edge, t ra i l ing  edge, inboard and outboard sec- 
tions, wing f l ap  and slot ,  ai leron speed brakes, pylon, and a nonjettison- 
able wing t i p  pod. A fully retractable main landing gear and s i x  fuel   cel ls  
are housed i n  each wing. 
The main wing panel consists of five  heavily  constructed spanwise spars, 
bulkheads, ribs, and aluminum honeycomb reinforced heavy tapered alclad skin. 
Access and inspection doors are provided throughout the wing surface. 
The leading edge consists of a fabricated spar, formed ribs, heavy tap- 
ered alclad skin, a formed and perforated inner skin installed next to the 
outer skin between the spar and the extreme forward section, and a spanwise 
duct to distribute hot air  to the leading edge for anti-icing. The leading 
edge is attached to the forward wing spar with high-strength flush-head 
screws and is removable fo r  access to lines and equipment in  that   area.  
6 
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FIGURE 1. F89J PRINCIPAL  DIMENSIONS 
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FIGURE 2. - F89J RIGHT WING SHOWN FOSITIONED FOR TEST I N  HIGH VOLTAGE LABORATORY 
TEST BAY. LIGHTNING CURRENT  GENERllTOR IS BENEATH T I P  TANK. 
1 
I panel and consists of chordvrise formers, diagonal  built-up  ribs, one span- 
The t ra i l ing  edge section is located immediately aft of the main wing 
I 
wise spar i n  the outboard section, and alclad skin. Control wdts and l ines 
for  the  flaps and aileron speed brakes are housed i n  the t ra i l ing  edge sec- 
tion. Doors are provided on the lower skin surface for access to these units. 
A slotted wing f l ap  is  mounted on the inboard portion of each wing trail- 
-
ing edge. me s lots  are  instal led on the leading edge of the flaps and are 
composed  of formed ribs, extruded T-section caps and alclad skin. Access t o  
the hinge bolts of the slats is gained through small doors located on the 
underside of each unit. 
The a i rc raf t  is equipped with a combination aileron speed brake attached 
to the outboard section of each wing t ra i l ing  edge. The aileron speed brake 
assembly is  made  up of three sections. The nose section is composed  of a 
single  cell   structure having a main spar with ribs and skin forming the  cell  
and housing the speed brake activating mechanism; the upper and lower movable 
speed brakes are of conventional skin and r i b  construction wTth doublers i n  
the vicinity of the hinge points 
This wing is equipped with a 600 gallon wing t i p   f u e l  tank. This tank 
consists of a modified monocoque t a i l  cone supporting an adjustable horizon- 
t a l  f i n .  The tank is mounted  on the wing  by  two bolts and $. pin. Flexible 
fuel  hose and electrical  cables provide necessary connections between the 
wing and t i p  tank. 
Inasmuch as the electromagnetic shielding effectiveness of the wing is  
dependent i n   p a r t  on the composition and thickness of i t s  skin, a description 
of the wing plating is provided i n  Figure 3 .  Each panel is made of alclad 
skin tapered i n  the lengthwise direction, as indicated in the tabulation of 
thicknesses i n  Figure 3o The  wing plating is generally of substantial thick- 
ness, as required by the mission of the aircraf t ,  These thicknesses are 
greater than some of those found i n  more recent commercial or military  air- 
craf t .  A s  a result, the electromagnetic shielding effectiveness of this wing 
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1 
I is  likely to be greater -than that  of a wing plated. w i t h  thinner skins. 
I! 
i.i The interior  surfaces, and structural elements were I r id i t e  14-2 and 
;I 
IL The exterior of the wing plating was chromodized with Aladine 1000. 
i. 
i chromic acid anodized and then covered with a green  zinc chromate primer 
per MI-lCY71, Tspe 11. This treatment was given a l l  surfaces, including 
the mating surfaces between elements. No treatment fo r  improvement of 
electrical  bonding between surfaces was applied. !I%-, tibe resultant 
electrical  bonding between structural elements is mainly accomplished 
via  the  fastening  rivets and bolts. 
Wing Electrical  Circuits 
The electrical   circuits  present  in t h e  wing generally rw- from comec- 
tors near the root end of the wing to  components a t  various locations within 
the wing. Connections from these c i r cu i t s  to other aircraft  circuits are 
made a t  these connectors, which permit breaking of the  circuits when the 
wing is physically detached from the fuselage. Groups of connectors are lo- 
cated on panels within the root end of the leading edge and within a t r a i l -  
ing edge space just  aft of the landing gear wheel well. These groups of  con- 
nectors will henceforth be referred to as the forward and aft cornectors, re- 
spectively. 
Table I lists the electrical circuits connected to each connector and 
the function of each. The identifying code numbers used are those given 
i n  U-.S. A i r  Force Technical Order 1F-89J-2-10 (ref.  2 ) .  Each circuit  may 
have from one to  twenty or  more condrcctors, and these may connect to one or  
more components within the wing. Electrical return paths may be through a 
single parallel conductor or  through the wing s t ructure  i tself .  The complete 
c i rcui t  diagram of each is found i n  Reference 2. 
There are a to ta l  of 29 functional circuits within the wing. In order 
to  keep the data obtained within a manageable level, it was decided to per- 
form induced effects measurements upon a reduced number of circuits  selected 
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TABLE I . - F89J WING ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 
Connector 
uu 
w 
AN/ARN 18 
MJ 74 
MJ 33 
M J  35 
wu 
WN 
FORWARD CONNECTORS 
: i rcui t  No, 
E .0701 
E.0701 
R.060 
A .lo0 
A .120 
A .I40 
s -220 
A -100 
A.120 
s .220 
S .4401 
A e 080 
Q .I11 
Q .121 
Q.060 
Q .111 
Q .I70 
Q -201 
Description 
Right fuel quantity indication 
Right fuel  quantity  indication 
AN/ARN 18 glide path radio re- 
ceiver 
GAR-2 systems 
(Guided aircraft   rocket)  
Monitor and safety power 
Right special weapon armament 
power 
Right armament jett ison 
Armament power supply 
k n i t o r  and safety power 
Right special weapon armament 
power 
Armament power supply 
Special weapons heating system 
Fuel tank jett ison 
Right fuel  control normal 
Right fuel  control manual 
Right wing tank boosters 
Right fuel  control normal 
Single  point  fueling master 
switches and l ights  
Single  point  fueling  shutoff 
valves 
- continued - 
~.~ . . . - . . .. .- . . " - 
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TABU I - F89J WING ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS (Continued) 
Connector "- ~ ~ 
MJ 62 
TF 
TB 
TD 
TH 
TK 
__ 
" 
AFT CONNECTORS 
: i rcui t  No 
A ,100 
Q -170 
Q .l8l 
Q .201 
€2 210 
A .010 
D .020 
F .0511 
G -010 
G.040 
H -080 
Q -010 
Q -060 
Q -110 
Q .170 
Q .200 
A -030 
H .080 
L.050 
Q .020 
Q .(X01 
Description 
k n i t o r  and safety power 
Single  point  fueling master 
switches and l ights 
Single  point  fueling  control 
Single  point  fueling  shutoff 
valves 
Single  point  defueling 
b d  rocket f i r i ng  
Landing gear indication 
Ell Autopilot 
Landing gear warning 
Anti-skid braking 
Pod doors, probe and vent 
heating controls 
Fuel f i l t e r  de-icing 
Right wing tank booster pumps 
Right fuel control normal 
Single  point  fueling master 
switches and l ights 
Single  point  fueling  shutoff 
valves 
Tip pod rocket door heating 
pod doors, probe and vent 
heating control 
Position  lights 
Tip tank fuel  dump and fuel  
pump warning l ights  
Fuel vent valves 
. .  . . 
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from w s  total .  Thus, a group of eight circuits were selected for measure- 
ments i n  this program. The cr i te r ia  used for selection of these eight cir- 
cuits included: 
(1) Function of c i rcui t  
(2) Location of c i rcui t  
(3) Type of return path 
( 4 )  Shielding 
(5) Applicability i n  other aircraft 
In  order to learn  the  relationship between these  cri teria and induced 
effects, circuits with varied characteristics were selected. Table I1 
lists the selected circuits. The location and schematic diagram of each 
circui t  is shown individually on Figures 4 through 11. 
TEST SETUP 
In  order  to permit passage of simulated lightning  currents through the 
wing, it was positioned within an indoor t e s t  bay of the High Voltage Labor- 
atory adjacent t o  a high-amplitude simulated lightning current generator. 
To maintain the  shortest simulated l ighwng  current  circuit   possible and 
thus obtain the maximum possible unidirectional current, the wing was posi- 
tioned with its t i p  above the lightning current generator. In this manner, 
the output from the generator could be readily delivered, via a movable elec- 
trode, to  desired stroke locations on the wing. To support the wing i n  this 
position, a wooden support carriage was constructed. The root end of the 
wing was joined to a double-screened instrument enclosure, into which the 
simulated lightning  currents passed from the wing. A low-inductive aluminum " 
foil  return  path  along  the  floor connected the screened instrument enclosure 
with the impulse generator, completing the current flow circuit. 
The wing is pictured set up i n  the tes t  area in  Figure 2. Figure 12 
affords a graphic description of this arrangement, showing the wing mounted 
on its support carriage with the screened instrument enclosure attached to 
the wing root. The lightning current generator is situated underneath the 
wing t ip  and t i p   f u e l  tank. The electrode used to apply the simulated 
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L.050 1 Position Lights 
tiD tank 
Trailing edge and I Airframe Conduit ~ Wing position li&t on t i D  tank 
Circuitous route 
Fuel Vent through fuel cella conduit Fuel cells and 
Q .@Ol to operate fuel in   fue l  Airframe wing t i p  Valves 
cells vent valve 
conduit Operates fuel tank 
Q .060 booster pumps i n  fuel Airframe Center and fuel Right Wing Tank 
Booster PUJIIDS 
AN/ARN-18 Glide 
"-". cells cells 
ceiver 
.*x 7 
R.060 k i n  leading edge / shielded Shield Leading edge Path Radio Re- 
Coaxial 
"""-I' 
/''Slide path antenna Coaxial 
Connects time of 
S.220 computer to MB-1 shielded Isolated Leading edge and Armament  Power 
Individual flight ballist ics 
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FIGURE 12. - F89J WING TEST SETUP 
lightning stroke to  the wing is shown in position adjacent to a desired 
stroke location. The figure also shows the path of the lightning stroke 
current proceeding along the wing to the screened instrument enclosure. 
A current measuring shunt between the enclosure and the return foil per- 
mitted measurement of the applied lightning stroke wave shape and magnitude. 
Figure 13 is a detail description of the mating of the F89J wing and 
the screened enclosure. In order to remve current from the wing as natur- 
ally as possible, it was attached to the instrument enclosure, utilizing 
a l l  of the attachment bolts located a t  the root end of the wlng, in the 
same manner as the wing  would  be actually attached to the fuselage. This 
figure also illustrates the BNC connectors used to connect the oscilloscopes 
to the conductors coming from the wing circui t  connectors. Figure 14 il- 
' lustrates the attachment of the  screened  enclosure i n  the vicinity of the 
leading edge of the wing, and shows the BNC connectors fastened to a common 
bus mounted adjacent to the wing. 
W i t h  the exception of the flap, which was removed to  avoid contact with 
a nearby fence, and the MB-1 pylon which was removed fo r  the main series of 
tests, the wing was tested intact with the t ip  fuel  tank attached. Since 
this investigation was intended to be a basic study of induced effects 
within a m, the pylon was removed ta preclude introduction of additional 
effects. Later i n  the program a series of special  tests were run, i n  which 
the effects of various modifications to the wing  were evaluated. These mod- 
ifications, which will be described i n   l a t e r  paragraphs, included attachment 
of the pylon, application of a conducting s t rap along the leading edge seam, 
and intentional  loosening of a main wing panel. 
Prior to any tests,  the wing and its electrical  c i r cu i t s  were inspected 
to the extent possible. No abnormal conditions were found. Remaining traces 
of fuel were flushed from the system prior to application of simulated light- 
ning currents. 
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FIGURE 13 
DETAIL OF THE .MATING OF TKE F89J WING  AND SCREENED ENCLOSURE 
SHOWING CURRENT DRAIN-OFF AM> CONNECTIONS To MEASURING EQUIFMENT 
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a .  Inboard View  Showing  Wing Joined to  Screened Instrument Enclosure 
b. Interior of Instrument F.nclosure, Showing Screen Joined t o  Leading 
Edge.  Leading Edge Conductors and a Fuel Line are Visible. Newly 
Installed  Special Measurement Circuits May be Seen Coming from 
Leading Edge Heating Duct. 
FIGURE 14. - mOMGRAPHS OF F89J WING CONNECTION 
TO SCREENED  INSTRUMENT  ENCLOSURE 
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EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
Measurements 
The objective of this t e s t  program was not on1.y t o  obtain measurements 
of the voltages induced i n  th2 wing c i rcu i t s  by simulated lightning currents, 
but also to obtain sufficient aaditj-oRal measurements so that  the amount of 
voltage arising across ary load in   t he   a i r c ra f t   t o  which the wing c i rcu i t s  
might be connected could be predj-cted. The  mechanism selected t o  accompiish 
this was t o  determine the Thevenim equivalent circuits of each wing c i rcu i t  
under t e s t .  Since a Thevenin c i r c u i t  consists of an induced voltage source 
in   s e r i e s  with a s  impdance, another impedance (aircraft load) may be con- 
nected to  th i s  c i r cu i t  t o  form a complete loop. The voltage arising across 
th i s  load impedance can then be calculated by conventional means. By the 
Thevenin theorem, the Thevenin voltage source (e,) is equal to  the measured 
open-circuit (no 
tained by making 
where isc (short 
the shorted wing 
I 
load ) voltage, e and the Thevenin impedance (Z ) is  ob- 
an additional measurement, isc, from which 
oc ' T 
circuit  current)  is the measured current flowing through 
circuit  ternlinals . 
From these measurements, the Thevenin equivalent circuit can be calcu- 
lated. However, i f  ei2her of the two required measurements were not meas- 
ured correctly, the calculated Thevenin c i rcu i t  would have been incorrect. 
In  order  to preclude this   possibi l i ty  and perform a check on the  validity 
of the measurements, a third measurement was  made with a f in i te  impedance, 
usually 1 ohm, connected to the terminals, during which both the terminal 
voltage and current were measured. This s e t  of measurements provided a 
check which was compared with a calculated response to  the same impedance 
using the Thevenin equivalent circuit determined from the open and closed 
c i rcu i t  t es t s .  A further discnssion of the analytical processes i s  given 
in the Analytical In-Jestigation section of this report. 
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Measurements of eoc  and  isc  were  made  oscillographically, with instru- 
ments  located within the  double-screen  shielded  enclosure  attached to the 
root  end of the  w5ng.  This  enclosure  provTded a magnetic  shielding of the 
oscilloscopes  and  measurement  leads,  into  which  extraneous  voltages  could 
otherwise  be  induced  by  the  strong  magnetic  field  presented  by  the  light- 
ning  currents. To assure  that  this  shielding was effective, a series of 
checkout  tests  were  made  to  assure that  no such  effects  were  present.  These 
included  zero-signal  measurements, wing the  measurement  system in its  var- 
ious  configurations,  as  well  as  measurements  of  magnetic  flux  within  the  en- 
closure.  These  measurements  showed  that  the  instrumentation  system was not 
being  influenced  by  these  extraneous  effects. 
Open-circuit  voltages, e were  measured by a Tektronix Type 535 
oscilloscope  with a Type 1Al plug-in.  For  open-circuit  voltage  measurements 
t h e  wing  circuits  were  not  otherwise  terminated,  and thus actual  impedance 
with  which  the  circuits  were  terminated was t h e  preamplifier  input  impedance 
of 1 megohm  of  resistance  paralleled by approximately 15 picofarads  of  ca- 
pacitance.  The  Type lAl preamplifier  has a rise time  of  less  than 50 nano- 
seconds,  depending  upon  the  deflection  scale  selected. 
oc ' 
The  customary  series  of  measurements  made  at  each  set  of  circuit  ter- 
minals  for  each  applied  stroke  condition  included: 
(1') Open-circuit  voltage,  eoc 
(2) Short-circuit  current,  isc 
(3) Voltage  across a terminating  dumnly  load,  eL 
( 4 )  Current  through a terminating  dumqy  load, i
These  measurements  were  made  at  one or more  oscilloscope  sweep  settings 
L 
as  necessary to define  the  wave  shape of the  signals  being  measured. 
The  amplitude  and  wave  shape  of  the  applied  lightning  current  were  mon- 
itored for all  tests  to  assure  that  the  desired  wave  shape was in fact  being 
applied. 
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Li&tninrt Simulation 
The lightning currents which pass through an a i rc raf t  when it is struck 
by lightning are believed to be a combination (ref .  3 ,  4 )  of high-amplitude, 
short-duration l1s trokes" and low-ampli tude, long-duration  "continuing  cur- 
rents". The continuing currents are known to  produce thermal erosion and 
resultant damage to a i rc raf t  skins ( re f .  5 ,  6) .  However, these currents 
create very l i t t l e  magnetic flux, and that which is  created does not change 
rapidly. Accordingly, these currents cannot produce significant induced 
voltages in  internal  c i rcui t ry .  For th i s  reason, these currents were not 
simulated i n  t h i s  program, 
The high-amplitude, short-duration strokes, however, may have very 
high rates of r ise,  and the resultant rapidly-changing magnetic flux (#)  
can induce large voltages i n  magnetically coupled circuits, since 
-ciL 
Einduced - d t  
Therefore, the high-amplitude, short-duration strokes were simulated fo r  
a l l  of the   t es t s   in   th i s  program. 
The simulated lightning currents were delivered to the wing by means 
of an arc approximately 8" long from an electrode positioned adjacent to 
desired stroke locations on the wing o r   t i p  tank. 
Since natural lightning currents are nearly always unidirectional 
( ref .  3, 4 and Bibliography), the currents applied i n  this program were 
c r i t i ca l ly  damped or overdamped to obtain a unidirectional wave shape. 
In order t o  calculate the lightning current generator circuit constants 
required to achieve this condition for the various wave shapes desired, 
the inductance of the lightning current circuit was determined experi- 
mentally. This was accomplished by measurement of the frequency and 
decrement of a damped oscillatory wave form, and subsequent calculation 
of the inductance by means of the classical differential equations for 
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an R-L-C c i rcui t .  The circui t  inductance was found t o  be 11 microhenrys. 
Description of the wave shape of the applied current i s  faci l i ta ted 
by use of the standard wave shape notation for current impulses. A n  i m -  
pulse current, simulating a high-amplitude, short-duration lightning stroke 
is  ideally an aperiodic transient current which rises rapidly to a maximum 
value and fal ls  less  rapidly to  zero. The  wave shape of such an impulse is 
defined by: 
(1 ) polarity 
(2)  front time (T1) 
( 3 )  time to half value on the t a i l ,  T2 
I Crest 
Wave 
Y I I 
0 T 1  T2 Time 
The wave shape is then described by the notation: 
where T1 and T2 are usually expressed i n  terms of microseconds (ps ) . Thus, 
a wave r i s ing   t o   c r e s t   i n  5 ps and decaying to  50% l eve l   i n  10 ps is  re- 
ferred to as a 5 x 10 ps wave. 
Since natural lightning strokes may vary i n  wave shape, amplitude, po- 
l a r i t y  and attachment location, it was desired t o  evaluate, insofar as pos- 
sible, the effect of each of these variables upon the voltages induced i n  
internal   c i rcui ts  . 
To evaluate the significance of stroke location variations, identical 
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strokes were delivered t o  a large number (10) of locations on the wing, and 
resultant induced voltages were measured i n  each of  two  wing circuits.  &om 
these data, the five most significant locations were selected and subsequent 
tes ts  were made a t  each of these. 
Another series of preliminary tests was made to ascertain the number of 
stroke amplitude variations necessary to establish the relationship between 
lightning stroke amplitude and amplitude of induced effects If this  re&- 
tionship is linear, as was expected, subsequent tes t s  could a l l  be ,made at 
the same amplitude, and the results scaled upward or downward to  correspcold 
to other stroke amplitudes. 
These preliminary tes t s  permitted establishment of t e s t  conditions to 
be subsequently applied for  systematic measurements of induced ef fec ts   in  
a l l  e ight  c i rcui ts .  These measurements then permitted a determination of 
the effect of stroke location and wave shape upon induced voltages i n  ea& 
of the eight circuits. 
Stroke Location Selections 
To obtain a prelimbary evaluation of the  relationship between stroke 
location and induced effects, and to identify those locations creating the 
most severe induced voltages, identical strokes were applied to  each of the 
ten locations shown  on Figure 15, An identical 14 kiloampere, 12 x 24 ps 
simulated lightning discharge was applied to  each location. Open-circuit 
voltages and short-circuit currents were measured a t  the terminals of clr-  
cuit  L.050 (position lamp) and A.140 (armament jettison) located in the 
t ra i l ing edge and leading edges of the wing, respectively. These measure- 
ments are tabulated i n  Tables I11 and I V .  
For the position lamp circuit  (Figure 7)  which extends to the extremity 
of the  t ip  tank and incorporates an airframe return, it is evident that 
stroke locations on the tank itself create the greatest induced voltages. 
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TABU 111. - EFFECT OF STROKE IL)CATION ON INDUCED EFFECTS 
Circuit L.050 (Position Light) 
(Conductor 2LlOE18 and Airframe) 
14 Kiloampere, 12 x 24. ps Simulated Lightning Discharge 
* - Two s m a x i m u m f  voltages are listed. The first is 
the m a x i m u m  amplitude reached by any half-cycle 
of the 'fast1 oscillations appearing a t  the begin- 
ning of the open-circuit voltage. The second is 
maximum amplitude of the 'slow1 component 
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TABLE IV.  - EFFECT OF STROKE LOCATION ON INDUCED EFFECTS 
Circuit A.140 (Armament Jettison) 
Conductor 2A925G16 and Airframe 
14 Kiloampere, 12 x 24 ps Simulated Lightning Discharge 
* - Two m a x i m u m  voltages are listed. The first is  
the m a x i m u m  amplitude reached by any half-cycle 
of the 'fast '  oscillations appearing a t   t he  be- 
ginning of the open-circuit voltage. The second 
is the maximum amplitude of the I slow' component 
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This undoubtedly reflects  the m a x i m u m  exposure of the  circuit   to magnetic. 
flux and resistive voltage rises i n  the airframe. There is increased ex- 
posure a t  the junction between t h e  t i p  tank and wing, due t o  the higher re- 
s i s t iv i ty  of the mechanical joint, as well as the crack between the tank and 
wing,  which permits magnetic flux to  directly couple the circui t .  The ef- 
fec t  of stroke location upon induced voltages in   the armament jettison cZr- 
cuit  (Figure 4 )  is less apparent, probably because this circuit  was not 
terminated i n  the wing (the MB-1 pylon was not attached) and the voltage 
magnetically induced i n  it could not be measured a t  its terminals. In 
this  case, a capacitive voltage rise between the conductor and airframe irs 
all that  would appear a t  the terminals. Such a voltage may arise from a 
potential difference between the airframe and the conductor - and th is  
would not be as .dependent upon stroke location,, 
From these results, five of the stroke locations of Figure 1 5  were 
selected for all subsequent tes ts .  The following criteria were used fo r  
selection of these locations: 
locations resulting in maximum induced effects 
bcations spread apart from others selected 
bcations known t o  be struck by actual lightning 
The locations selected included numbers 1, 4 ,  5 ,  7 and 10, shown en- 
circled on F’igure 15. 
Stroke Amuli tude Selection 
If the electrical characteristics of the wing and the mutual imped- 
a c e s  between it and the circuits within are linear, then the relationship 
between lightning stroke amplitudes and amplitudes of induced voltages will 
be linear. In other words, changes in l ightning amplitude will resul t  in  
proportional changes i n  amplitude of induced voltages. To determine i f  t h i s  
relationship exists, a series of tes t s  were made wherein the amplitude of 
the applied stmke was varled between 7 and 70 kiloamperes and the induced 
effects i n  the position lamp c i rcu i t  were measured. Figure 16 i l lus t ra tes  
the results of this experiment, which show an approximate linear relation- 
ship over the range of amplitudes applied. Based  upon these results, sub- 
sequent tes t s  were made a t  the single amplitude of 40 kiloamperes. This 
value was chosen because it is near the center of the linearity range of 
Figure 16, and becaze it is also near the average amplitude of measured 
natural lightning strikes (ref 7 ) .  
Stroke Wave Shape Selections 
Since magnetically induced voltages are proportional t o  the rate of 
change of magnetic flux linking a.circuit.,  the effect of variations in 
lightning current wave shape (rate of rise and decay of current) are of 
considerable interest. Accordingly, the najor portion of t es t s  involved 
application of two different wave sh.apes, and tes t s  and measurements were 
made on each of the eight selected circuits according to the following 
matrix: 
The  two  wave shapes applied represented the slowest and fas tes t  cur- 
rent wave shapes obtainable from the lightning generator a t  40 kiloamperes 
for a unidirectional current through the relatively large inductance repre- 
sented by the wing and return path. These wave shapes were as follows: 
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FIGURE 16. - AMPLITUDE OF INDUCED EFFECTS VERSUS 
AMPLITUDE OF SIMULATED 1 2  X 24 ps LIGHTNING CURRENT 
Current Discharged to Location No. 1 (F'wd. End of Wing Tip Fuel Tank) 
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llSlowll Wave Shape = 36 x 82 ps 
rrFastlr Wave Shape = 8.2 x 14 ps 
Each of these wave shapes is  within the range of wave shapes commonly 
measured from natural lightning strokes (ref. 7). Figure 17 shows oscillo- 
grams of each of these wave shapes. 
The 8.2 x I4 ps stroke provided a rate of change of current with re- 
spect to  time (di/dt) of 8 kiloamperes per microsecond which is  four times 
as f a s t  as that characteristic of the 36 x 82 ps stroke (2 kA/ps). A com- 
parison of these two wave shapes when sketched on the same time base is il- 
lustrated below. 
Crest 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
Time (microseconds ) 
Simulated Li&tninE Currents 
Circuit Conductor Selections 
I n   c i r c u i t s  employing only a single conductor, i n  which the airframe 
or  a coaxial shield is used as the return path, measurements were always 
made between the conductor and airframe, or shield, at the root end of the 
wing. Some circuits upon which measurements were made, however, have more 
than one conductor, and some do not employ the airframe as a return path. 
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tlSlow Wave Shape11 
WAVE SHAPE: 36 X 82 US 
12.5 Kiloamperes/Div . 20 ps/Div. 
"Fast  Wave  Shape!! 
WAVE SHAPE: 8.2 X 14 US 
12.5 Kiloamperes/biv. 5 ps/biv. 
FIGURE 17. - SIMULATED LIGHTNING CURRENT WAVE SHAPES 
(40 Kiloampere  Strokes,  Applied for Induced  Effects  Measurements) 
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In  these cases, selection of measurement terminal pairs was dependent upon 
the function of each pair   in  the  circuit ,   as  well   as  the equipment t o  which 
the circui ts   are  connected i n  the fuselage,, with the  cri teria being the pos- 
s i b i l i t y  of differences of potential being applied to a susceptible load. 
For example, conslder--the two-conductor and airframe return circuit shown i n  
the following sketch: 
. 
A 
If induced voltages el and. e2 appear between conductors 1 and 2 and 
the frame, respectively, then the only voltage applied to load Z1 is el and 
'the only voltage applied to Z2 is e*. Even though there may be a voltage 
(el - e2) between conductors 1 and 2, it is not necessary to know this  volt-  
age i n  order to  determine the response across the loads i n  question. There- 
fore ,  in  the above example, the Thevenin equivalent circuits for circuits 1 
and 2 are determined by appropriate measurements between conductor 1 and the 
airframe, and conductor 2 and the airframe. 
In  another example, consider the case where a  circuit  i s  isolated from 
the airframe, as is shown i n  the next sketch: 
Even though the circuit  is directly connected across a load, 21-2, i n  
the fuselage, it 'is likely that there are other inpedances to the airframe 
as represented by Z1 and Z2. These may represent paths through power sys- 
tem,  for example. It is therefore clear that each of the voltages, el, 
e29 and el,*, is of concern. If this is the case, the following Thevenin 
equivalent  circuits must be determined: 
(1) conductor 1 and frame 
(2) conductor 2 and frame 
(3) conductor 1 and conductor 2 
Determination of these  circuits provided sufficient  information  to de- 
fine the responses across any load or  loads, Z1, Z2, and 21,2e 
EXPERlNFNUL RESULTS 
The maximum amplitudes of a l l  open-circuit induced voltage and short- 
circuit  current measurements made a t  each of the  selected  circuits and con- 
ductor pairs are tabulated in  Table XVI in the Appendix. These values are 
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tabdated  for  each of the  selected  stroke  location and wave shape variations 
described i n  the previous paragraphs. Oscillograms of the complete s e t  of 
measurements made on circuit  L.050 (posit ion  l ight)   for example are  also 
shorm i n  Figures 21 and 22 (Pages 54 and 55). These oscillograms i l lus t ra te  
the effects of lightning stroke location and wave shape variations. The fol-  
lowing paragraphs describe these effects i n  more detail .  
Circuit Characteristics versus Induced Effects 
The measurements made upon eight  different wing circuits provided an 
excellent opportunity t o  determine the  effect of circuit   characterist ics 
upon induced effects. The measurements showed that the circuit character- 
i s t i c s  themselves are  perhaps the most important factor governing the amount 
of voltage or current that will be induced therein. 
The circuit   characterist ics found to  be most significant were: 
Circuit routing and location 
Q Shielding 
e Return path (airframe or  separate conductor) 
0 Impedance  of termination (load) a t  I1farl1 end of 
c i r c u i t   i n  wing 
In  general, it was found that  circuits routed through the interior of 
the  aing experienced lower induced voltage  levels  than did those which 
passed through portions of the wing open to the outside (unshielded). The 
addition of individual conductor shielding  also  significantly reduced the 
induced voltage  level below that which was induced in   s imi la r  unshielded 
circuits 
The type of electrical  return path used and the  nature of load (elec- 
t r i c a l  equipment) impedances within the wing were of greater significance 
than routing and shielding, however. Greater open-circuit induced voltages 
and short-circuit  currents were always measured in   c i rcu i t s   tha t  employ the 
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airframe as the return path than i n  those which do not. These circuits re- 
ceived not only a magnetically-induced voltage but also the resistive  volt- 
age rise  created by the  lightzing  currents  flowing through (a  portion  of) 
the wing i t s e l f .  The inherent low impedance of these circuits resulted in 
most of these voltages appearing a t   t he  open-circuited terminals a t  the wing 
root. Larger induced voltages mere also measured in  c i rcu i t s  of the greatest 
length, particularly i f  such circuits run lengthwise along the wing. These 
characteristics  are more ful ly  discussed i n  the  analysis  section of t h i s  re- 
port - 
The following paragraphs describe the experimental results obtained .".. 
f r o m  measurements on each of the  ei@t  selected  circuits,  for  applications 
of 40-kiloampere simulated strokes of both the slow and f a s t  wave shape to  
the  five  selected  stroke  locations shown on Figure 15. 
Circuit A.140 Armament Jettison 
This circuit, shorn i n  Figure 4 p  provides power to energize the explo- 
s ive je t t ison bol ts  in  the pylon which jett ison armament stores. Measure- 
ments mere made i n i t i a l l y  on this circui t  ~5th the pylon removed, which ren- 
dered the  circuit  open-circuit terminated i n  the wtng a t  plug MJ-40, located 
within the wing directly above the pylon station. Later, the pylon VAS in- 
stalled and electrically connected t o  plug MJ-40. 
With the pylon removed, open-circuit induced voltages measured between 
conductor 2A925G16 and the airframe under a l l  t e s t  conditions remained within 
a-minimum of 0.5 volt  and a maximum of 1.0 volt. Oscillograms of the voltages 
created by the slow simulated lightning  current were nearly  identical   in wave 
shape t o  that of the lightning current, indicating a resistive (in phase) 
voltage rise  proportional  to  the  resistive  voltage  rise aiong the Mng struc- 
tu re   i t se l f .  Since the conductor was not connected to  the airframe a t  any 
place, t h i s  voltage m u s t  have been capacitively coupled from the airframe 
to the conductor. 
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When the  fas t  wave shape was applied, more evidence of an inductive 
(out of phase) component was evident, resulting in a slight addition  to 
the resistive component (which would have the same amplitude regardless of 
the  lightning  current wave shape) . 
There was l i t t l e  change i n  the induced voltages as a result  of varia- 
tion in stroke location. This fac t  would also tend to support a predomi- 
nant capacitive coupling mechanism. 
Since the circuit was open within the Wng (except for  i ts  stray 
capacitances t o  the airframe), no currents could be measured with the ter- 
minals of the circuit shorted. The same m s  true with a 1-ohm resistor 
across the terminals, and this load also reduced the measurable induced 
voltage to zero. 
When the pylon was attached, the circuit passes into it to  the jet- 
tison safety relay coil and thence to the airframe, which serves as the 
return path. The explosive jettison bolts are not connected to  this c i r -  
cuit  unti l  the jett ison safety relay i s  energized. When this relay is en- 
ergized, the same voltage (coming from conductor 2A925G16) which energizes 
it also,  f ires the explosive bolt as shown i n  Figure 4 .  Wen the relay was 
de-energized, an open-circuit induced voltage of 6 volts was measured as a 
result of a f a s t  simulated lightning stroke delivered to the forward end of 
the t i p  tank. The oscillogram showed that this voltage was primarily induc- 
tcive-in nature, and the increase in amplitude is  attributed to  greater ex- 
posure to  the lightning-caused magnetic f ie ld   as  a result of extension of 
the clrcuit down into the pylon, as well as the addition of the airframe re- 
turn path. Another t e s t  was  made under the same conditions except that the 
stroke was delivered to the forward t i p  of the pylon. This resulted i n  an 
increase i n  induced voltage to 70 volts. T h i s  increase is undoubtedly the 
result  of stronger magnetic fields  interacting with the  circuit  within  the 
pylon, and possibly a resistive voltage caused by the lightning current 
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passing through the mechanical jc int  (6 bolts)  between the pylon and the 
wing. No short-circuit currents were measurable with the pylon attached, 
even though a complete path existed through the relay coil to the airframe. 
Such a transient current i s  probably prevented by the large inductance of 
the  relay  coil. 
These tes t s  were repeated with the relay coil energized by a 16-volt 
battery - sufficient  to  activate  the  jet t ison  safety  relay and connect the 
explosive jettison bolts t o  the circuit  (See Figure 4 ) .  Since the relay 
is energized through the same circuit ,  it was not possible t o  measure an 
open-circuit voltage or a short-circuit current, due to presence of the 
battery. The  amount  of induced voltage arising across the battery impe- 
dance was measured, however, superimposed upon the battery voltage itself. 
The oscillogram of this voltage is  shown on Figure 18, compared with cor- 
responding open-circuit induced voltages (battery disconnected). Oscillo- 
grams are shown for strokes delivered.to the forward end of the   t ip   fue l  
tank (location 1) as well as to the tip of the pylon i t s e l f .  A comparison 
of these oscillograms shows that a substantial portion of the (open circui t )  
induced voltage is  impressed across the battery, even though the battery re- 
sistance was calculated to be only 0.045 ohm. While the impedance of the 
battery to such transients may not i n   f a c t  be equal t o  i ts  d-c resistance, 
the fact   that  a substantial portion of the voltage induced i n  this circui t  
nay be impressed across such a low impedance is significant. figure 18 
shows that the negative portion of the induced voltage resulting from the 
stroke to the pylon was sufficient t o  depress the voltage across the battery 
t o  zero. 
The negative undershoots charactertstic of these induced voltages indi- 
cate that they are primarily inductive, and represent the differential of 
the applied lightning current. Since the latter is approximated by the 
first half-cycle of a sine wave, the differential thus approximates the 
same period of a cosine wave. This discussion is pursued in the analysis 
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Stroke t o  Forward Tip of Pylon Stroke to  Forward End of Wing Tip Tank 
a.  Induced Voltages Measured a t  Open Circuit Terminals. 
20 volts/Div. 5 ps/Div. 5 volts/Div. 
” NOTE- Straight  l ines  are  zero  l ines.  
b. Induced Voltages Measured Across Battery (Superimposed on 16-volt Battery Voltage) 
10 volts/Div. 5 p / D i v .  5 volts/Div. 5 ps/Div. 
- NOTE: Upper s t r a igh t   l i nes  show 16-volt  battery  voltage. 
Lower s t ra ight  l ines  are  zero l ines .  
Variable trace i s  induced voltage plus battery voltage. 
FIGURE 18. INDUCED VOLTAGES MEASURED (a) AT O P E N  CIRCUIT TERMINALS (CONDUCTOR 2 9 2 x 1 6  To 
AIRFRAME ), AND (b ) ACROSS  16-VOLT MTTERY CONNECTED TO TERMINALS TO ENERGIZE J E T T I S O N  SAFETY 
RELAY. CIRCUIT A.140 (RIGHT AFtMAMENT JETTISON). 40 KILOAMPERE 8.2 X 14 ps LIGHTNING C W N T S  
APPLIED TO LOCATION 1 AM> PYLON.  
section of th i s  report. 
Circuit E.0711 Ripht Fuel Quantity Indication 
This circui t ,  shown i n  F5gure 5 ,  connects the fuel quantity probes lo- 
cated in   t he  wing and wing t i p   f u e l  tanks to the capacitance bridge fuel 
quantity indication system wi th in  the fuselage. The fuel quantity probes 
are  of the concentric cylinder type, with a dry capacitance of 1 5  picofarads. 
Variations i n  the height of the fuel between the cylinders results i n  changes 
i n  probe capacitance, the value of which i s  continuously measured by the 
bridge system and translated into an indication,of fuel quantity. The cir-  
cuit  operates at  very low voltage and is entirely isolated from the airframe. 
Two shielded conductors connect each probe, and some probes are connected i n  
parallel. There are three pairs of conductors in  the  c i rcu i t .  (See Figure 
5). The shields are connected to the airframe via the probe frames, and also 
incidentally as they pass through bulkheads i n  the wing. Since the circuit 
employs isolated return paths, induced voltage measurements were made between 
each conductor pair and between each conductor of a pair and the airframe. 
The circui t  i s  located entirely within the wing. For these measurements the 
shields were connected to  the airframe a t  the wing root, and measurements 
were made under a l l  stroke location and wave shape test conditions. The 
measured open-circuit voltages i n   a l l  cases ranged between +J volts .  Li t t le  
variation was evident i n  the amplitude of induced voltages as a result of 
stroke location or wave shape variations. This resul t  is attr ibutable to 
the extensive shielding provided these circuits, and to  the use of isolated 
(and shielded) return paths. 
Figure 19 shows an example of the measurements made on one conductor 
pair, i l lustrat ing the voltage measured between the pair, and between each 
conductor and the airframe. By definition, the difference between each of 
the conductor voltages to ground must equal the voltage between conductors. 
This relationship is apparent from the oscillogram of Figure 19. 
1 
2 volts/Div . 20 ps/Div. 2 volts/Div. 20 ps/Div. 
a. Voltage Between Conductor 2E69B22 and b. Voltage Between Conductor 2E70B22 and 
Airframe . Airframe. 
2 volts/l)iv. 20 ps/Div. 
c. Voltage Between Conductor 2E69B22 and 
2E70B22 (a-b) . 
FIGURE 19. - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN O P E N  CIRCUIT INDUCED VOLTAGES MJQSuRED BETWEEN 
TERMINALS OF A mTEL PROBE CIRCUIT AND BETWEEN EACH TERMINAL AND THE A 1 R F " E .  
CIRCUIT E.0711 (RIGHT FUEL QUANTITY INDICATION). 40 KILOAMPERE 36 X 82 LIGHTNING 
STROKE TO LOCATION 10. 
The voltage wave shape of Figure 19(sj is nearly identical  to that  of 
the lightning current i tself  (36 x 82 ps), indicating a capacitance coupling 
between th is  condcctor and the resistive voltage rise occurring i n  the a i r -  
frame. The other conduc tar shows a delayed and sloped-off wave shape as com- 
pared with the lightning wave. Th.ls appears to represent a delayed capaci- 
t ive  coupling with the wing resistive voltage rise, possibly because this 
connector is connected t o  the inner concentric cylinder of the probe. 
The (short  circuit)  currents flow1n.g throu.gh the conductor shields to  
the airframe a t  the wing root were also measured, as  was the voltage between 
the shields and the airframe when the shields were disconnected from the a i r -  
frame a t  the wing root. Figure 20 shows an example of these measurements. 
It is interesting to  note tha%, even though t h e  shields are grounded to the 
airframe at several  locations,  a short-circuit current of approximately 15 
amperes was measured. The  wave shape of the current oscillogram (Figure 
20(b), is nearly identical  to that  of the applied lightning current, indi- 
cating that this cxrrent is directly corduct.ed into the shield and not mag- 
netically coupled . 
Due to  the very high impedance of the fue l  probe circui ts  it was not 
possible to measure any short-circuit currents associated with the  circuit  
conductors . 
The induced voltages measured for  a l l   t e s t  conditions are tabulated i n  
the Appendix. 
Ci rcu i t  F.0511 E-11 Autouilot 
This c i rcu i t  is shown i n  Figure 6. I t  is a portion of the autopilot 
circuit ,  extending to the rocket ssfety switch located adjacent to the lead- 
.ing edge of the aileron. This switch, mechanically actuated by mvement of 
the aileron, is normally closed except when the  aileron is in   the  neutral  
position. The switch prevents f i r i ng  of the MB-1 rocket from the 2ylon un- 
less the aileron is  i n  this position, to assure that rocket exhaust will not 
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1 volt/Div. 20 ps/Div. 
a.  O p e n  Circuit Induced V o l t a g e  (Shield t o  A i r f r a m e )  
10 a m p s / D i v .  20 ps/Div. 
b. Short Ci rcu i t  Current (Shield to  A i r f r a m e )  
FIGURE 20. - OPEN CIRCUIT INDUCED  VOLTAGE AND SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT 
MEASURED BETWEEN SHIELD OF CONDUCTOR 2E65B22 AND THE AI- AT THE 
WING  ROOT. CIRCUIT  E.0711  (RIGHT,FUEL QUANTITY INDICATION). 40 KIL- 
OAMPEKE 36 X 82 @ LIGHTNING STROKE TO  LOCATION 1. 
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damage the aileron. Connections t o  both sides of the switch are isolated 
f r o m  the airframe. In the fuselage, the c i rcu i t  is connected to  primary 
28-volt d-c power and a relay coil ,  and ta other portions of the autopilot 
system. The c i rcu i t  is not shielded, 
Since the safety switch and att.%ched conductors are exposed to the out- 
- side of the wing, it i s  apparent, that direct contact with a lightning stroke 
o r  even an intense corona streamer c m l 3  result i n  considerable damage t o  
the E-10 autopilot system. No direct  strokes were applied to such compon- 
en t s   i n  this program, however, since t h e  objectives were to study induced 
effects, and a d i rec t  stroke w ~ l d  have permanently damaged the circuit .  
Since -this c i rcu i t  does nr>t e m p l ~ y  the airframe as a r e h r n  path, 
measurements were made between t h e  Lwo conductors and between each one and 
the airframe. Measurements 'were made under a l l   t e s t  conditions with the 
switch i n   t h e  normally closed posi'tion. 
As was the case with other c i r cu i t s  not employing the airframe as the 
return path, the voltages measured i n  t h i s  c i r c d t  were uniformly low, rang- 
ing from a few mill ivolts to a maximum of 5 volts. Open-circuit induced 
voltages measured between the two conductors were generally 0.5 volt   or  less,  
and short-circuit currents flowing through these conductors when shorted to- 
gether were 0.5 ampere or less.  In all cases, the voltage measured between 
conductors was equal t o  the difference between those measured from each con- 
ductor t o  the airframe. 
Voltages measured between each terminal and the airframe (with the other 
terminal floating) ranged between 1 md 3 volts. Since the circui t  was iso- 
lated f r o m  the airframe and the other conductor terminal was floating, no 
short-circuit  currents were measurable between the measured conductor and the 
airframe. 
Variations in  stroke  location d i d  not cause s i m f i c a n t  changes in   vo l t -  
ages induced into this circui t ,  As with other isolated circuits, the voltages 
appearing i n  this circuit   are a combination of capacitively coupled resist ive 
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voltages which a r e   i n  phase with the lightning current wave shape, and mag- 
netically induced voltages which resemble the different ia l  of the applied 
lightning current wave shape. The l a t t e r  component was more evident f r o m  
the fast  l ightning current wave forms, which possess a rate of r ise   (dif= 
ferent ia l )   four  times as great as the slow lightning current wave form. 
Induced voltages and currents measured f o r   a l l  test conditions are 
tabulated i n   t h e  Appendix. 
Circuit L.050 Fosition Liaht 
This c i rcui t  is shown i n  Figure 7,  I t  provides 28-volt d-c  power to  
the position lamp which is located on the outside of the wing t i p   f u e l  tank. 
The circui t  is routed along the t ra i l ing  edge main spar, and is par t ia l ly  
exposed as it runs along the outside of this spar, forward of the flap. The 
circuit  passes through the  t ip   fuel  tank to the psitian l igh t  on the out- 
side. The bulb, of 2.5 ohms resistance, was installed.  The airframe is 
used as the circuit return path. Perhaps because this circui t  extends the 
longest, is partially exposed and employs the airframe as a return path, 
the induced voltages and currents measured were the greatest found i n  any 
of the circuits.  As a result of this,  and because this circui t  is represen- 
tative of a type found commonly i n  many aircraft ,  the posit ion l ight cir-  
cui t  was m r e  extensively studied than the others. F'igures 21 and 22 show 
oscillograms of the open-circuit induced voltages and short-circuit currents 
measured between the single conductor 2LlOE18 and the airframe. 
Induced voltages measured i n  this circui t  upon application of the slow 
l ight current wave ranged between 2 and 20 volts. Application of the fast  
lightning wave resulted in voltages and currents over twice as great. Vari- 
ations i n  stroke location resulted in   s ignif icant  changes i n  induced voltages, 
as is evident i n  Figures 21  and 22. In general, delivery of strokes to lo- 
cations farthest out on the wing and closest to the actual location of the 
circuit resulted in the highest voltages. The  maximum voltages were obtained 
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STROKE LOCATION OPEN  CIRCUIT VOLTAGE  SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT 
20 volts  /div 20 psec/div 4 amps /div 20 psec /div 
I volt  /div 20 psec/div 0.5 arnps/div 20 F u c / d i v  
2 volts /dir 20 pa /div O S  arnps/div 20 ksec/div 
NO. IO 
INBOARD LEADING 
EDGE OF WING 
2 volts/div 20 wec/div 0.5 ampr/div 20 k n c / d i v  
2 volts/div 2 0  psec/div 0.5 omps/div 20 psec/div 
FIG. 21 OPEN  CIRCUIT  VOLTAGES  AND  SHORT  CIRCUIT  CURRENTS  MEASURED ON 
T E R M I N A L S  O F  C I R C U I T  L . 0 5 0  ( P O S I T I O N  L I G H T )  C O N D U C T O R  2 L I O E 1 8  
TO A I R F R A M E .  
36 x 8 2  F s e c  40 K I L O A M P E R E  S I M U L A T E D  L I G H T N I N G  C U R R E N T  
5 4  
OPEN  CIRCUIT VOLTAGE SHORT CIRCUIT  CURRENT STROKE LOCATION 
FORWARD END OF 
20 volts  /div 5 p s t c / d i v  10 omps / d i v  5 k s c c / d i v  
2 volts  /div 5 #scc/d iv  
10 volts  /dir 5 r r e c / d i v  IO amps/div 5 pscc/div 
NO 7 
BOTTOM CENTER 
OF WING 
NO. IO 
INBOARD LEADING 
EDGE OF WING 
2 volts  /div 5 j m c / d i v  1.0 omps /div 5 psec/div 
FIG. 22 OPEN CIRCUIT  VOLTAGES  AND  SHORT  CIRCUIT  CURRENTS  MEASURED  ON 
T E R M I N A L S  OF C I R C U I T  L . 0 5 0  ( P O S I T I O N  L I G H T  1 CONDUCTOR 2LIOE18 
T O  A I R F R A M E .  
8 . 2  x I4 F S e c  40 K I L O A M P E R E  S I M U L A T E D  L I G H T N I N G  C U R R E N T  
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from strokes to  the t ip  tank. A comparison of the voltages induced from 
strokes delivered t o  locations 4 and 5, which are the same distance out'on 
the wing, but a t  unequal distances from the  circuit  conductor location, 
shows that the stroke delivered clcsest to the conductor (location 5) causes 
the greatest voltage, Such a result  would be expected, since strokes de- 
livered closer will permit stronger magnetic f i e lds   t o  link the conductor. 
Al of the voltage wave shapes shown on Figures 21 and 22 are a com- 
posite of both a resistive voltage, i n  phase with the applied lightning 
current wave form, and a magnetically induced voltage, proportional to its 
differential .  I t  can be seen that strokes to locations closest  to the con- 
ductor (1 and 5) cause voltages with a greater inductive component (evi- 
denced by higher initi-a1 rise and an undershoot) than do strokes to  loca- 
tions farther away, i n  which cases the resistive component seems to be 
predominant. 
Occasionally, an induced voltage wave shape inconsistent with others 
is obtained, as occurred from strokes t o  location 1 (slow wave) and location 
7 (fast  wave). After some study, these inconsistencies have been attributed 
to  loose connections within the circuit being measured; as ,  for  example, a 
loose  light bulb. 
Since significant short-circuit currents could be obtained from t h i s  
circui t ,  it was possible to  attach a l-ohm load resis tor  to its terminals 
and measure the induced voltage and current across this load. These measure- 
ments were made primarily to obtain a check on the  validity of the open cir-  
cuit voltage and short-circuit current measurements. However, they were also 
useful t o  show the effect of a load upon the measured induced voltages. The 
voltage measured across the 1 4  resis tor  was about one-third of the open- 
circuit voltage, and correlation between load voltage and current meaeurements 
was excellent. A l l  of these measurements are tabulated in the Appendix. 
Circuit Q . a 0 1  Fuel Vent Valves 
This circui t  conducts power to  the solenoid-operated fuel vent valve 
located on the lower surface of the outer wing. It passes along a circui- 
tous route through conduits extending through the forward and aft fuel 
cells ,  and between, as shown i n  F'igure 8. The circuit applies power to 
close  the normally open solenoid  fuel vent  valve  prior  to  firing of rockets 
from the pylon. This c i rcui t  i s  not exposed and, due t o  its passage through 
conduits within the  fuel  cells, it receives some shielding not afforded 
other wing circuits.  
The voltages induced in   th i s   c i rcu i t  showed approximately the same re- 
lationship to t e s t  condition variations as did those measured i n  the position 
lamp circuit .  The magnitudes, however,  were lower; probably as a result  of 
the greater shielding provided this circuit .  Voltage magnitudes arising 
from the slow lightning wave ranged from 1.8 to 2.8 volts, while f a s t  wave 
created induced voltages of between 1.9 and 6.5 volts. Due to the large 
inductance of the solenoid valve coil, very l i t t le short-circuit  current 
was measured. For the same reason, the addition of the l-ohm load resistor 
caused the measurable load voltage to  drop nearly to zero. 
As in  other  circuits employing the wing as the return path, the in- 
duced voltages consisted of a resist ive  as well as an inductive component. 
The inductive component was predominant i n  voltages induced by the  fas t  
lightning current wave form. The magnitudes of voltages and currents ob- 
tained under a l l  test conditions are tabulated i n  the Appendix. 
Circuit Q.060 Riaht Wing T a n k  Booster Pumps 
This circuit ,  shown i n  Figure 9, conducts power via two separate con- 
ductors to two fuel pump motors. The 28-volt d-c motors, which operate 
f o r  extended periods of time, are equipped with radio frequency interference 
(m) f i l t e r s  to eliminate motor noise from interfering with other  aircraft  
circuits and communication systems. The electrical description of these 
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filters was not obtaiirable; however, it is assumed that they were a standad 
pi-type filter employing a series inductance together with a pair of shunt 
capacitors . 
Open-circuit induced voltage measurements showed relationships between’ 
induced voltages and t e s t  conditions similar to those found in  other cir- 
cuits employing the airframe as a return path. Since both of these cir- 
cuits extended only a short way out  into  the wing, variations  in  stroke 
locations  farther  out on the wing d id  not  significantly change the magni- 
tude or  wave shape of voltages induced i n  these circuits. Strokes to  the 
locations nearest the circuits (7, 10) resulted i n  the highest induced 
voltages, as ,might be expected. 
The induced voltage wave forms exhibited the same combination of re- 
s i s t ive  and inductive components which had been evidenced in   other   c i r -  
cuits using the airframe as the return path. The inductive component  was 
predominant i n  voltages induced by the fast lightning wave forms. An ex- 
ample of such a voltage is  shown i n  Figure 23(a). Also shown is the cor- 
responding short-circuit current measurement, Figure 23(b). This current 
osci l la tes   for  an extended time, f a r  exceeding the duration of the induced 
voltage itself (note the expanded time scale of Figure 23(b)). The short- 
circuit  current  oscillation is  probably occurring between the inductive and 
capacitive elements i n  the circuit, as shown below: 
RFI f i l ter  
~”””” -I .2&77C8 or  
I 
I 2Q78C12 
1 I I 
I I 
pump 
Mtor 
Airframe 
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1 volt/Div. 5 ps/Div. 
a. Open Circuit Induced Voltage 
1 ampbiv. 
b.  Short  Circuit Current 
(Note extended time scale of oscillogram b )  
FIGURE 23. - (a )  O P E N  CIRCUIT INDUCED VOLTAGE, AND 
(b)  SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT. 
IbEASmNTS BETWEEN CONDUCTOR 2Q78C12 AND AIRFRAME. 
40 K I L C ) m  8.2 x 14 ps LIGHTNING CURRENT APPLIED 
'IO LOCATION 10. CIRCUIT Q .060 (RIGHT WING TANK 
EOOSTER PUMPS ) . 
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It  is believed that the RFI fil ter  is located next to the pump motor, 
so that voltage is mostly being induced i n  the  c i rcui t  conductor between the 
f i l t e r  and the terminals a t   t he  wing root, where the voltage was measured. 
When these terminals are shorted.together, the major portion of this voltage 
is impressed across the RFI f i l t e r .  This voltage stores energy i n  t he  f i l -  
t e r  capacitances, exciting an osci l la t ion between the L and C elements of 
the  c i rcui t  which persist  long after the exciting (induced) voltage has 
vanished. This phenomena was observed only in  these circui ts  which have a 
combination of inductive and capacitive elements. This is an example of 
where the addition of a   f i l t e r  t o  eliminate one type of interference (motor 
noise) may aggravate the effect of interference created by another source 
(lightning). 
Application of a l-ohm load resis tor  t o  the terminals of this c i rcu i t  
resulted in a reduction in load voltage to approximately one-third of the 
open-circuit magnitude. The increased resistance of the c i r c u i t  also in- 
creased the damping of the current oscillations, as would be expected. 
The voltage and current across the l-ohm load resistor,  for the same t e s t  
conditions as applied for the open and short-circuit measurements of Figure 
23, are shown i n  Figure 24. This figure also i l lus t ra tes  a  comparison 
check between voltage and current measurement systems t o  assure  reliabil i ty 
of measurements. The  wave shape and amplitude of voltage and current 
across a 1-ahm resis tor  should be identical. 
Since these tests were made with the motor inoperative, it was decided 
t o  perform a comparison t e s t  with the motor operating, to see   i f  th i s  con- 
dit ion had any ecfect upon the level of induced voltages. For t h i s  purpose, 
a 24-volt battery was attached to the circuit terminals, and the motor was 
operated. Measurements were made of the induced voltage and current across 
the battery. Since the resistance of the battery was very low, f& .05 ohm), 
the induced current measured thus constituted very nearly the short-circuit 
current. The current measured through the battery compared closely in 
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0.5 volt/Div.  10 ps/biv. 
a .  Voltage Across l4hm Resistor 
0.5 amp/biv. 10 ps/Div. 
- NOTE: Voltage  measured by d i r e c t  input to oscil loscope 
b. Current T h r o w  l-Ohm Resistor 
amplifier . 
Current measured by pulse current transformer. 
FIGURE 24. - INDUCED VOLTAGE AND CURRENT MEASUFZD ACROSS A 
1-OHM LOAD RESISTOR CONNECTED BETWEEN CONDUCTOR 2Q78C12 AND 
AIRFRAME. 40 K I m m  8.2 x 14 ps LIGHTNING CURRENT APPLIED 
TD LOCATION 10. CIRCUIT Q . S O  (RIGHT WING TANK BOOSTER PUMPS) 
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amplitude and wave shape with the short-circuit current previously measurea. 
Hence, the operating condition of the p v q  motor does not affect the volt- 
ages induced i n  the c i rcu l t  . 
The amplitude of a l l  voltages and curren+,s measured i n  this c i r c u i t  are 
tcbulated i n  the Appendix. 
Circuit R.060 AN/ARN-18 Glide Path Radio Receiver 
This c i rcu i t  is shown i n  Figure 10. The glide path radio receiver an- 
tenna is located in the leading edge of the  wing, and is a slot-type 
grounded antenna. The antenna is fed through an RC/llU, 75-0hm coaxial 
cable, the shield of which is connected to  the airframe a% the antema end 
and a t  the forward comector panel. The cabie runs within the leading 
edge of the wing. The center conductor of the cable connects to the antenna 
through a capac i tor  a t  the antenna connection. Inadvertmtlg, this capaci- 
tor had been shorted ana a complete ser ies  of measurements Imder a l l  t e s t  
conditions was made before this condition was discovered. Later, the antenna 
capacitor was unshorted and several more measurements were made with the  cir-  
c u i t  i n  this (correct) condition. However, most of the measurements made on 
this c i rcu i t  were obtained w i t h  the  c i rcu i t  in  an unnatural conditicn. The 
data vas retained and analyzed, however, fo r  its academic interest .  Study 
of the vcltages ard currents induced i n  this c i rcu i t  i s  of particular inter-  
e s t  because it sffords an opportunity t o  compare this shieided circuit, 
which is cornected t o  the airframe through the shorted capacitor, with sim- 
i l a r  unshielded circui ts  (such as the -gosition light c i r cu i t )  which are also 
connected to the airframe through a low impedance. 
The effect  of lightning stroke location and wave shape was signifi- 
cant i n  determining the magnitude of voltages induced i n  this c i rcu i t .  
The stroke delivered to  location 4 a t  the t i p  of the  leading edge produced 
the highest induced voltages, as might be expected, since this condition 
would resul t  i n  the highest concentration of current and magnetic flux 
mound 'the leading edge, within which the c i rcu i t  is housed. The open- 
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c i rcu i t  induced voltages measured from strokes to this location are shown 
i n  Figure 25. This figure shows the voltages measured from both lightning 
wave shapes, and it is apparent  that  the fast  eve shape induces voltages 
approximately four times as great as the slow wave shape does. 
The magnitude of voltages induced by the slow lightning wave form 
ranged from 0.6 to  4 volts, while those induced by the   fas t  wave form ranged 
f r o m  1 to  20. These voltages are. lower i n  magnitude than those induced un- 
der the S~JIE test  conditions in the position l igh t  c i rcu i t  (L.050), probably 
as a resul t  of the shielding provided by +&e coaxial cable, and t h i s  cir-  
cuit 's shorter length. Short-circuit currents i n  t n i s  c i rcu i t  were measured 
a t  between 3 and 12 amperes for the slow lightning wave, and were nearly 
twice as high fo r   t he   f a s t  wave.. Rwse current amplitudes are a l l  higher 
than their counterparts in the position lamp circui t .  This is undoubtedly 
due to  the lower impedance of the antenna circui t ,  which was directly con- 
nected to the airframe through the shorted capacitor, The posit ion l ight 
i s  connected to  the airframe through its 2.5-ohm light bulb. 
Some open-circuit induced voltages were measursd on the antenna c i r -  
cui t  with the coupling capacitor unshorted. These  showed low-level capaci- 
t ively coupled voltages of between 1 and 2 volts, similar to  voltages meas- 
ured in  other  c i rcui ts  'open' a t  t h e  f a r  end. No short-circuit currents 
could be measured under this condition. 
As with many of the open-circuit  voltages measured in   other   c i rcui ts ,  
the presence of high-frequency oscil lations was evident on the i n i t i a l  
part of the induced voltage wave forn (capacitor shorted ) . This portion 
of each induced voltage wave form is shown on an expanded time scale on 
Figure 25. Study of these oscillations shows that, unlike the low-frequency 
wave form of the induced voltages which are related to the wave form of the 
lightning  current,  the high-frequency oscil lations  ara  not  directly  related 
to the lightning cwrent wave shape. In fact ,  the fundamental frequency of 
these oscillations (about 6.5 megacycles) is the same for  both lightning 
I 
Slow Li.&tni.ng Wave  ShaDe: 36 x 82 US Fast Lightning Wave  ShaDe: 8.2 x 14 US 
Open Circuit Induced Voltage - Complete Wave Forms 
2 volts/Div. 20 ps/Div. 5 volts/Div. 5 ps/Div. 
(3 * Open Circuit Induced 
0.5 ps/Div. 
FIGURE 25. - OPEN CIRCUIT INDUCED VOLTAGES MEASURED BETWEEN CONDUCTOR AN/ARN-18 
AND THE AIRFRAME. 40 KILDAM€jF,RE SLOW AND FAST STROKES TO LOCATION 4 .  CIRCUIT 
R .060 (A.N/ARN-18 GLIDE PATH RADIO RECEIVER ANTENNA). 
current wave Shapes. If the amplitude of the low-frequency induced voltage 
component, upon which the oscillations are superimposed, is taken as the 
mean of the high-frequency osci l la t ions  in  this region, then the amplitude 
of the high-frequency osc i l la t iow is found t o  be approximately twice that  
of the induced voltage (low frequency) component. 
The above relat ionship,  which are also found in  other  c i rcui ts ,  sug- 
gest that   the high-frequency oscillations are not a component of the induced 
voltage i t s e l f ,  but are in fact the result of traveling voltage waves Itring- 
ing" back and for th  along the transmission line of the wing c i r c u i t  i t s e l f .  
The frequency of these oscillations i s  dependent on this transmission line, 
which i n  this case is the 75-ohm coaxial cable. If the velocity of travel- 
ing wave propagation i n   t h i s  cable is  assumed t o  be 500 f t .  per microsecond, 
then the time required f o r  a traveling wave to  make a round t r ip  (down and 
' back) through the cable is 
where t = traveling wave round t r i p  time 
I = length of cable = 17 f t  
v = velocity of propagation = 500 f t /ps  
In one round t r i p  the traveling wave will result i n  one-half of a vol t -  
age oscillation cycle measured a t  the open circuit terminals, as shown below: 
eoc 
I 
+l"L ""- " " " - - - ~  pJ& 
I I 
" """"_ "-!A,- -I f 
\ .  
Cable 4 \ eoc 
- 1 1 i 
Antenna Airframe 
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mu, the period of a complete cycle will be: 
T = 2 X t 5 2 X ( . (X8  WS) 
= 0.136 ps 
and the frequency of this oscillaticm will be 
f A  = 1 = 7.3 x 10 6 hertz 
T 0.136 x 104 
which compares favorably with the measured frequency a t  6.5 megahertz. 
If these oscillations are the result of traveling waves axd succes- 
sive reflections thereof a t  the ends of the transmission line formed by the 
c i rcu i t   in   the  wing, the reflections may occur a t  the open-circuited termin- 
ation since no .energy can be absorbed a t  such a termination. On the other 
hand, if  the line is terminated by a resistance equal to  its surge impedance, 
the entire energy of the incident wave is absorbed i n  the  resistor and no 
reflections will occur. For further verification, therefore, it was decided 
to terminate the cable With a resis tor  equal t o  its surge impedance (75 ohms) 
and measure the voltage appearing across the resistor. If the high-frequency 
oscillation8 are indeed traveling wave reflections, they should vanish when 
the circuit is terminated with its surge impedance (ref.  8). Figure 26 shows 
measurements made with and without the 75-0hm termination. I t  is apparent 
fbm these oscillograms that the termination largely eliminates the oscilla- 
tions. The conclusion is therefore that the high-frequency oscillations are 
not' part of the voltage induced in   the  c i rcui t  by the lightning, but are a 
secondary phenomenon excited by the induced voltage. The oscillations thus 
were not mathematically described as part  of the induced voltage wave forms 
when the   l a t te r  were analytically related to the lightning current wave form. 
The entire analytical process is described i n  the analysis section of t h i s  
report. 
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Open Circuit  Induced Voltage  Voltape  Across 75 Ohm Termination 
I 
I Complete Induced Voltage Wave Forms 
5 volts/Div. 5 ps/Div. 5 volts/Div. 5 ps/Div. 
0 
d Expansion of Time Scale  to Show Oscillations on Wave Fronts 
0.5 ps/Div. 5 volts/Div. 0.5 ps/Div. 
F I G W  26. - COMPARISON OF INPUCED VOLTAGES MF,ELsURED ON CIRCUIT R.060 (GLIDE PATH 
' ANTENNA) WITH AND WITHOUT A 75-0HM RESISTIVE TERMINATION. 40 KILOAMFERE 8.2 x 14 ps 
$IMULATED LIGHTNING CURRENT TO LOCATION 1. 
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The antenna circui t  was the logical one i n  which to study the origin of 
the high-frequency oscillations, since the surge impedance of this c i rcu i t  
is the known impedance of the 75-0hm cable. Similar studies would be less  
conclusive in other circuits,  the surge impedance of which is variable and 
unlu-~~wn. The oscl llations in these other circuits were, haever, generally 
eliminated or greatly reduced when a resisti.ve load was placed across the 
circuit terminals. 
The complete tabulation of measurements made on this c i rcu i t  is  given 
i n  the Appendix. 
Circuit S.220 Armament -%wer Supply 
This circuit, is also located i n  the leading edge of the wing, and ex- 
tends from the forward connector panel to the pylon connector UT-40 located 
in the leading edge above the pylon location. The c i rcu i t  diagram is  shown 
i n  Figure 11. The c i rcu i t  has a t o t a l  of six individually-shielded connec- 
tors, which feed power t o  the MB-1 rocket carried on the pylon. The conduc- 
tor  shields are ultimately connected t o  the airframe i n  the fuselage and i n  
the pylon when installed; however, they are not connected to the airframe i n  
the wing. For these measurements, they were connected to the airframe a t  
the instrument ground bus by the wing root. 
Measurements were only made on this   c i rcui t  as it is shown i n  Figure 
11, without the pylon installed, since the weapon i t s e l f  would have to have 
been installed on the pylon for  these circui ts  to  be complete. Measurements 
were made from each of the six individual conductors t o  the airframe. Al 
of the induced voltages were very low, ranging from 20 to  60 millivolts as 8 
result  of the slow lightning current wave form, and from 20 to 200 millivolts 
when the fast  stroke was applied. A l l  of the conductors are of the same 
length and size, and the voltages induced i n  each were nearly the same. Var- 
iations  in  stroke  location caused l i t t l e  change i n  the open-circuit voltages. 
The fact   that  the voltages measured i n  this circui t  were so low is  due 
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to the shielding of the conductors . A very 
made between the voltages induced i n  any of 
duced i n  conductor 2A925G1.6 of the armament 
interesting comparison may be 
these conductors and those in- 
je t t ison  c i rcui t .  This conduc- 
tor rum parallel  to the armament power supply conductors, and is the same 
length.  In fact ,  when the pylon i s  removed, as for these tests,  both cir-  
cuits terminate a t  plug MJ-40 (see Figures 4 and 11). 
For identical test conditions the voltage induced in   t he  armament jet-  
t ison circui t ,  conductor 2A925G16, is  20 times as great as that induced i n  
armament power supply conductor 2SF3886E20 which runs paral le l   to  conductor 
2A92X16 but is shielded. This comparison is shown i n  Figure 27. 
No short-circuit currents could be measured i n  these conductors, as a 
result of the i r  being open a t   t h e   f a r  end. A l l  of the voltages measured 
are tabulated i n  the Appendix. 
Test Conditions versus Induced Effects 
As is  evident from the preceding discussion of tes t   resu l t s  obtained 
f o r  each selected circuit, the electrical and physical characteristics of 
the  circuit   i tself   are  not  the only factors which determine the amount of 
voltage which will be induced i n  an aircraf t  e lectr ical  c i rcui t .  The ap- 
plied teat conditions have been found t o  be  of equal significance. These 
include the lightning stroke parameters of amplitude and wave shape, as 
well ar: the location at  which the stroke attaches itself to the aircraft .  
The preliminary tests showed that the amplitude of induced voltages is 
roughly proportional to the applied lightning current amplitude - a t   l e a s t  
within the range of amplitudes (7 t o  70 ldloamperes) applied to determine 
this relationship. 
The lightning current wave shape and, in particular,  the rate of r i s e  
of current with respect t o  time (di /dt) ,  is the other significant parameter. 
This factor was found t o  be significant  to varying degrees i n  each of the 
eight  c i rcui ts .  In  a l l  c i rcui ts ,  the  fast  wave shape, which had a di/dt  of 
TJNSHIELDED CONDUCTOR 
0.5 volt/Div. 20 p / D i v .  
SHIELDED CONDUCTOR 
0.05 volt/Div.  50 p s h i v .  
FIGURE 27. - COMPARISON O F  VOLTAGES  INDUCED I N  UNSHIELDED AND S H I E I D E D  
CONDUCTORS OF OTKEEZVJISE IDENTICAL  DESCRIPTION AM> LOCATION. 
40 K I L O W E R E  36 X 82 ps STROKE TO LOCATION 4. CONDUCTOR 
2 A 9 2 5 G 1 6  AND AIRFRfUE  (CIRbUIT A.140 RIGHT ARMAMENT JETTISON) 
AND CONDUCTOR 2SFS886E20 AND A I R W  (CIRCUIT 5.220 ARMAMENT 
PO\ER S U P P L Y ) .  EOTH CIRCUITS LOCATED I N  LEADING  EDGE OF WING 
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8 kiloamperes per microsecond, caused greater induced voltages thaa the slow 
wave shape, with a di/dt  equal to 2 kiloamperes per microsecond. Definition 
of the  relationship between induced voltages and the  lightning  current ampli- 
tude and rate  of r i s e  parameters was pursued analytically, based on the ex- 
perimental data obtained. This procedure and the results thereof are dis-  
cussed i n  the analysis section-of this report. 
The location of the stroke was also significant. In most circuits, the 
largest induced voltages were measured from strokes delivered to locations 
closest to the actual location of the circui t  in  the wing. In  general also, 
the strokes  delivered  farthest  out on the wing or  t i p  tank resulted i n  the 
highest voltages, provided the circui t  extended nearly as far. Since the 
wing is a complex mechanical structure, with numerous internal members and 
bonds, it is  extremely difficult ,  i f  not impossible, t o  ascertain the paths 
of current concentration through the wing. As a result, definition of a 
meaningful quantitative  relationship between stroke locations and induced 
effects is not possible, beyond simple recognition of the  fact   that   circuits 
located i n   o r  near regions l ikely  to  be struck by lightning  are more suscep- 
t ib le  to induced effects than those i n  more protected locations. In partic- 
ular, i f  a stroke is delivered to an extremity of the aircraft, such as the 
wing t i p   fue l  tank which is  fastened t o  the main airframe through temporary 
o r  movable joints, a large resistive or inductive voltage may arise across 
the joint. This voltage can enter a c i rcui t  i f  its airframe return path is 
through the joint. 
SDecial Tests 
While the majority of data obtained i n  th is  program was the  result of 
systematic application of a set of standardized test conditions for each of 
the ei&t  circuits  selected  for measurement, some additional tests and meas- 
urements were made to  evaluate  special  conditions  or  interesting phenomena. 
The.se special tests included: 
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Installation of some additional  circuits  for  evaluation.of  in= 
duced voltage reduction techniques. 
Alteration of wing skin bonding t o  evaluate  effect upon induced 
voltages. 
Stroke  polarity  reversal  test to determine i f  there were any 
polarity  effect upon induced voltages. 
High-amplitude stroke test, to see i f  any unexpected effects 
occurred as a resul t  of a very high amplitude stroke. 
Transient analyzer comparison tes ts ,  to compare and evaluate 
this instrument as a means of determining  susceptibility of 
circuits to induced voltages. 
These tes ts   are  discussed in  the  following paragraphs: 
Jnstallation of Additional Circuits 
Several  additional  circuits were assembled and in s td l ed   i n   t he  wing 
for  the purpose of making some comparative measurements, which could not 
be  made satisfactorily with circuits already existing in the wing. The 
measurements desired were: 
Comparison of voltages induced in  c i rcu i t s  of different lehgth 
which lead to the same location 
Comparison of voltages induced i n  a parallel  pair  and a twisted 
pair of conductors 
Comparison of voltages induced i n  a single unshielded conductor 
and a coaxial cable 
For these tests, a group of conductors suitable for the above compari- 
sons was assembled and installed in the wing. The conductors were passed 
from the instrument enclosure through the leading edge heating duct to the 
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wing t ip,  thence between the wing t i p  and t i p   fue l  tank and along the out- 
side of the t ra i l ing edge spar to the instrument enclosure. Both ends of 
each conductor were thus  terminated i n  the enclosure. 
Figure 28 shows the path of these circuits in the wing. They can be 
seen entering the heating duct i n  Figure 14. The circuits include a conduc- 
tor  bundle containing a single insulated #16 conductor, a single coaxial 
cable (RG 58A/U), a twisted pair of #16 insulated conductors, and a parallel 
pair of #16 insulated conductors. In order that the circuits would not be 
completely exposed anywhere along the path, part of the bundle was shielded 
by copper braid. This braid was placed over the conductor bundle fo r  i t s  
entire path except where the bundle was within the heating duct. The copper 
braid d i d  not cover the bundle within the heating duct because the duct it- 
self  provided shielding for the conductors within it. The braid was solidly 
connected to the airframe a t   t h e   p i n t  where the bundle leaves the heating 
duct, and a t  various points along the trailing edge. 
All measurements on these  circuits were made with 40-kiloampere f a s t  
(8.2 x 14 ps ) simulated lightning strokes delivered to location 1 a t  the  for- 
ward end of the   t ip   fue l  tank. 
Two series of measurements were made.  The f i r s t  s e r i e s  consisted of 
measurements of the voltages induced in the entire length of each conductor. 
These measurements were obtained by measuring the voltages a t  each end of 
each conductor, with the other end connected to the airframe. For the second 
series of measurements, a l l  conductors, including the coaxial cable shield 
and the copper braid, were solidly connected to the airframe a t  a p i n t   i n  
the  trail ing edge between the aileron and flap  positions, shown on Figure 28. 
This in   effect   created two se ts  of circuits terminating a t  the same point i n  
the wing, but following different paths. The circuits passing through the 
heating duct and across the wing t i p  were the longest, a t  38 fee t  . Those 
running out the trailing edge were only 12 fee t  long. Identical tests and 
measurements were made i n  each s e t  of circuits.  Measurements were made from 
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W&htning current stroke to the tank 
Beginning of 
copper braid 
shielding (Brai  ia sol.idQl/,// 
grounded at .  this 
point and a t  
various points 
along t ra i l ing ll~ii 
edge ) 
Unshielded con- 
ductor bundle 
edge , -11 1 1 1  
through heating 
duct i n  leading ! I  I II 
\ 
I 
FIGURE: 28. - F789 WING  SHOWING ADDITIONAL 
CIRCUITS  PLACED IN THE WING FOR TEST. 
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a l l  conductors to the airframe (line to airframe ), and between each conduc- 
tor of the twisted and parallel   pairs.  .The open-circuit induced voltages 
and short-circuit  currents measured i n  each conductor are li’sted i n  Tables 
V and VI. The maximum amount of voltage measured i n  any circui t  was 6 volts. 
This relatively low value is  probably due to the  overall  shielding provided 
a l l  of the circuits. Placement of these circuits in the leading edge heat- 
ing  duct  afforded them greater  shielding  than  they would have i f  simply 
routed through the leading edge itself. Similarly, the addition of the cop- 
per braid around the res t  of the  circuit  provided greater  shielding  than was 
afforded the  existing  aircraft   circuits which followed the same path. 
Comparison of voltages induced in the various circuits is of interest .  
When measured between individual conductors and the airframe, it was found 
that voltages induced i n  conductors of the parallel pair were three to s ix  
times greater than those induced i n  the twisted pair (Tables V, and VI). 
Voltages measured between conductors of the  parallel  pair were between two 
and ten times greater than those measured in   t he  twisted pair. 
A comparison between conductor t o  airframe voltages measured from the 
individual #16 insulated conductor and the center conductor of the RG 58A/U 
coaxial cable shows l i t t l e  difference i n  voltage amplitudes (Tables V and 
VI). This is probably the result of the substantial attenuation in induced 
voltages provided both of these  circuits by the heating duct and copper 
braid covering a l l   c i r cu i t s .  
.An additional  interesting comparison is made between voltages and cur- 
.rents measured from the long (leading edge) circuits and the short (trailing 
edge} circuits,  both of which terminate a t  the same point i n  the wing. Open- 
c$rcuit voltages and short-circuit currents measured i n  the longer circuits 
were g r e a t e r   i n   a l l  cases than those associated with the shorter ones. Such 
a result would be expected, since induced effects are believed to be propor- 
tional to circuit  length (among other factors). 
Similar comparisons were found for short-circuit currents, although the 
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TABLE V. - MAXIMUM INDUCED VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS IN NEW WING CIRCUITS 
(Series 1 - Measurements a t  Leading Edge on Entire Length of Circuits. 
Trailing Edge Terminations Connected to  Airframe) 
Unshield.ed #16 
Insulated Conductor 
RG 58A/U 
Coaxial Cable 
Twisted Pair of #16 
Insulated Conductors 
Parallel Pair of #16 
Insulated Conductors 
Open Circuit Voltage (Volts1 
Conductor-to I Conductor-to- 
Airframe Conductor 
1.2 " 
1.5 o .i6 
5 .O 1 1.6 
Short Circuit 
Conductor-to- 
Airframe 
0.8 
1.6 
I 1 .o 
Current (Amps ) 
Conductor-to- 
Conductor 
" 
0.1 
TABLE VI . - M4XIMUM INDUCED VOLTAGE AND CURRENTS IN NEW WING CIRCUITS 
(Seriee 2 - All Circuits and Shields Connected to Airframe a t  Incation 
Between Aileron and Flap on Trailing Edge. Identical Measurements on 
Circuits Terminating a t  Leading and Trailing Edges ) 
Unshielded f16 
Insulated Conductor 
RG 58A/u 
Coaxial Cable 
Twlsted Fair of #l6 
Insulated Conductors 
Parallel Pair of #16 
Insulated Conductors 
ODen Circuit 
1 Conductor-to- 
~ Airframe 
~ Leading Trailing 
2 .o 0.4 
2.1 0.4 
1 .o 0.5 
6 .O 1 .o 
roltaae (Volts 1 
Conductor-h- 
Conductor 
L e a d i n i m  
+ 
o*22 I Oeo4 
2.3  I 0.1 
Short Circuit 
Conductor-to- 
Airframe -
1.6 
2 02 0.4 
1.4 0 .9 
Conductor 
Leading 1 Trailing + 
-- I -- 
0.1 1 0.1 
*NOTE: Circuits terminating a t  leading edge are 38 fee t  long. 
C i r c u i t s  terminating a t   t r a i l i ng  edge are 12 feet  long. 
comparison ratios  for  currents were not the erne as corresponding voltage 
ratios.  This would be expected for,  while voltages are somewhat propor- 
tional to circuit length, currents would be proportional to voltages only 
t o  the extent they are not diminished by the  additional  circuit impedance 
provided by longer c i rcui ts .  
These measurements i l lustrated some important facts,  the most signif- 
icant of which are that a twisted pair of conductors receives substaneially 
less  induced voltage than a parallel pair, and that circuits  within a 
shielding braid or conduit are much less susceptible to induced voltages 
than those relying upon the wing skin itself for  shielding. 
Alteration of Wing Skin BondinP to 
Evaluate Effect uwn Induced Voltages 
W i t h  the realization that wing skin cracks, seamsoand structural  
bonds a l l  afford an opportunity for  magnetic flux leakage and coupling 
with electr ical   c i rcui ts ,  it was decided to investigate briefly the degree 
to which these factors are significant. For t h i s  purpose, two tes t s  were 
made. The first consisted of application of a 1-inch wide aluminum f o i l  
tape pasted over the leading edge seams, as shown i n  Figure. 29(a). Paint 
was sanded from the seams, and the aluminum f o i l  tape was backed with a 
wider adhesive tape which secured it firmly over the seams. Induced volt- 
age measurements were made on the glide path radio receiver circuit (R.060) 
and the armament jett ison  circuit  (A.140) with a stroke delivered to loca- 
t ion l. The pylon was removed.  The voltages measured with the tape ap- 
plied were nearly the same as those measured e a r l i e r   ~ 5 t h  no tape applied. 
Differences were not sufficient t o  show any evidence of increased electro- 
magnetic shielding as a result of the tape being applied. This is pmbably 
due to the  fact  that  the  sldn is fastened to the spars and r ibs  by means 
of lap joints, and thus the seams do not open d i r e c t l y  into  the wing inter-  
io r .  The joint  i tself  thus provided a sufficient electromagnetic seal, and 
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a. Aluminum Foil Tape  Over Leading Edge  Seams 
b. Fastening Screws Removed from Upper Main Panel. 
Lightning Stroke Electrode Shown Positioned 
above Panel. 
FIGURF: 29. MIDIFICATIONS To WING BONDING. 
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the addition of the tape was insignificant. A rou$ sketch of this type of 
joint  is as follows: 
The second t e s t  was  made to eval.u.a%e t h ~  effects of lightning current,a 
flowing through a poor bond, upon voltages induced i n  circuLts within the 
wing. For this purpose, a 4O-kilom.pere fast  s t roke was delivered to one 
of the upper main panels from which a l l  of the fastening screws had been 
remved, as shown i n  Figure 29(b). Stroke currents thus passed through 
the poor bonds to  the rest of the wing. A similar stroke was delivered to 
the panel prior to removal of the screws, f o r  comparison purposes. This 
panel covers the inboard fuel cells, and there are no electr ical  c i rcui ts  
i n  these cells. Measurements were made c)n nearby circuits, but all are 
separated from the fuel cells  by metal spars and ribs. Thus, removal of 
the panel did not directly expose amy electr ical  c i rcui t .  The circui ts  
chosen fo r  measurement all are located i n  the leading edge. These included 
the glide path antenna c i rcu i t  (R.060); the fuel quantity indication cir- 
cui t  (E.0711), conductors 2E69B22 and 2E70B20; and the armament jett ison 
circui t  (A & O ) .  
The induced voltages measured i n  these circui ts  were of approximately 
the same magnitude and wave shape as those delivered to  nearby stroke loca- 
tions (7 and 10) during the complete tes t  ser ies .  Removal of the mounting 
bolts i n  the panel had l i t t l e   e f f e c t  on any of the measurements. The 
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reason f o r  th is  is that this panel does not cover any circuits.  .The metal 
spars and r ib s  which ses ra t e   t he   fue l  bay from the spaces housing electri-  
cal circuits provide magnetic shielding of these circuits. The high resis- 
t i v i ty  of the loosened joints likewise does not become a contributing factor 
to induced voltages because this resistance is not part of the wing electri-  
ca l   c i r cu i t   i n  which voltage is being measured. If a Wng circui t  had been 
connected to  the airframe a t  a p i n t  on the loosened panel, then the resul- 
tant high resistance bond would be included i n  the wing circuit .  If a 
lightning stroke is delivered t o  this panel, the resultant resistive volt- 
age r i s e  will appear in  the  electrical   circuit ,   as shown in   t he  following 
sketch. 
Circuit 
0 
e 
Wing oc 
0 
It was not possible to remove a panel to  which a c i rcui t  was connected; 
hehce, $his situation could not be experimentally evaluated. 
LiRhtninp Stroke Pblarity Reversal Test 
All tests made i n  t h i s  program involved application of positive po- 
l a r i t y  simulated  lightning  strokes  (the wing as cathode ), since i t was not 
expected that  reversing  the  direction of lightning  current  flow would do any 
more than reverse the polarity of the induced voltages. To assure that this 
-is 80, selected  tests were run i n  which negative polarity strokes were ap- 
plied and the induced effects  resulting therefrom were compared with the re- 
sults of positive strokes under otherwise identical test conditions. The 
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results showed that  reversing  the  polarity  .of  the  applied  stroke simply re- 
verses the polarity of t he  induced effects  as had been expected. “Nq’other 
changes were detected. 
Hiah AmDlitude Stroke  Test 
W i t h  the exception of some 70-kiloampere strokes applied during the 
preliminary tests (figure 16), a l l   t e s t s  were made with 40-kiloampere 
strokes. To assure that no unexpected effects occur a t  higher stroke cur- 
rent amplitudes, a 100-kiloampere stroke was applied to locations l and 5. 
.Due t o  t e s t  c i rcui t  impedance limitations, a current of 100 kiloamperes 
could not be obtained with a unidirectional wave form. .A damped oscilla- 
tory wave form, shown i n  Figure 30(a), was thus applied. This wave form 
oscillated with a frequency of 21 kilohertz, and had an i n i t i a l   r a t e  of 
rise (di/dt) of 10 kiloamperes per microsecond. The first half-cycle had 
a wave shape of 13 x 23 ps. Induced effects measurements were made  on the 
posit ion l ight circuit  (L.050) and the E-11 autopilot circuit (F.0511). 
The voltages measured were higher than those obtained with the 40-kiloam- 
pere stroke. Comparison of these measurements with corresponding ones 
obtained from 40-kiloampere strokes is not possible by direct  extrapola- 
tion, since the wave shapes applied a t  40 kiloamperes were different. It 
has been learned, however, (Figure 16) that amplitudes of induced voltages 
are proportional to  amplitudes of applied strokes at   par t icular  wave 
shapes. Thus, i f  straight lines are plotted through the zero and 40-kilo- 
ampere points obtained fo r  each of the wave shapes previously tested, the 
following relationship is apparent: 
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I 
12 ps Front ' 
(Preliminary  Tests ) 
/ ',/ / '  
I , // 
13 ps Front 
Data Feint - 100 kA Test 
Applied Stroke Amplitude (kA) 
AMPIJ.TUDE OF INDUCED VOLTAGE VERSUS STROKE AMPLITUDE 
(Stroke Wave Shapes Constant) 
The 100-kiloampere stroke to  location 1 induced 68 volts  in  the  posi- 
t ion light circui t .  This data point falls  on a l ine  (dashed) just t o  the 
right of the 12 ps f ront  l ine in  the above graph. The dashed l ine would 
correspond t o  a 13 p8 f ront  l ine.  I t  is therefore probable that  induced 
voltages from strokes of 100 kiloamperes do correspond proportionately to 
voltages induced by lower amplitude lightning strokes. The 08cillogram 
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24 kA/Div. 
100 Xiloampere Simulated Lightning Stroke (13 x 23 p s ) .  
(Appears negative due t o  placement of measurement shunt 
i n  impulse generator ground return circuit)  
20 volts/Div. 5 ps/Div. 
b. Open Circuit Induced Voltage (Conductor 2LlOE18 t o  Airframe) 
FIGURE 30. - ( a )  100 KILOAMPERE STROKE  APPLIED TO LOCATION 1 AND 
(b) RESULTANT INDUCED VOLTAGE MEASURED BETWEEN CONDUCTOR 2LlOE18 
AND AIRFW (CIRCUIT L.050 - POSITION LIGHT) 
of the voltage induced by the 100-kiloampere stroke  in  the  posit ion lamp 
circui t  is shorn i n  Mgure 30(b). 
The effect of the subsequent lightning current oscillations, Figure 
30(a), is simply to cause similar oscillations, or repetitions, of the in- 
duced voltages. Figure 30(b) shows the beginning of the second oscilla- 
tion, which occurs simultaneous w i t h  the beginning of the second cycle of 
the lightning current (at t = 44 ps). 
Transient Analyzer Comrison  Tests 
While th i s  program has provided an excellent opportunity to thoroughly 
evaluate induced voltages i n  a major portion of a single type of aircraft ,  
the  practicality of doing so on a complete aircraft ,   or upon m a n y  different 
t y p s  of aircraft ,  is questionable. Yet, the need exists f o r  similar infor- 
mation on existing aircraft ,  as well as prototype designs. Accordingly, it 
has become worthwhile to establish a more practical means of performing sim- 
ilar investigations economically and nondestructively. A possible instru- 
ment fo r   t h i s  purpose is the transient analyzer, a device developed by the 
G.E. High Voltage Laboratory fo r  applying’nondestructive transients of de- 
sired wave shapes to power transformers In  transformers, the transient 
analyzer is  used to determine the voltages induced a t  various locations 
within-the windings which would result  from lightning  strokes to the exter- 
nal terminals of the transformer. It is an analog device, operating a t  non- 
destructive energy levels on the premise that  i f  the system being tested is  
electrically  l inear,   the  results can be accurately scaled upward to full- 
scale-levels. Extensive use of transient analyzer techniques fo r  many years 
OF transformers and some other system has shown this to be the case. 
Essentially, the transient analyzer generates a voltage or current 
pulse, the parameters of which may be easily selected and varied. This 
pulse is applied to the system being studied, and a related measurement 
system permits measurement of the  pulse  response anywhere i n  the sys tem. 
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The transient response is then scaled upward by the  ratio of a full-scale 
pulse amplitude to  the transient analyzer output pulse amplitude. 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the  traMient  analyzer  in  the  present 
application, it was se t  up to  deliver a current  pulse  identical  in wave 
shape to the 8.2 x I4 ps 8tfast8t  lightning  current  applied  for many of the 
40 kiloampere (full scale) tests.  This pulse was .delivered t o  the t i p  of 
the pylon (for convenience) and measurements were made in  the  position 
lamp circui t  (L.050) between conductor 2LLUE18 and the airframe. A 40 
kiloampere stroke of the same wave shape was then applied t o  the same loca- 
tion. These wave shapes are shown i n  Figure 31. The voltages and currents 
induced by each are shown on Figure 32. The oscillogram of Figure 32(a) 
shows that  the 1 kiloampere current induced a maximum voltage of 1.8 volts 
i n  the circuit. Multiplication of this voltage by the scaling factor of 
40 (the full-scale current amplitude divided by the transient analyzer 
current amplitude ) indicates  that a voltage of 1.5 x 40 = 60 vol ts  would 
be induced by a 40-kiloampere stroke of the same  wave shape. Figure 32(b) 
shows that  an actual 4O-kiloampere stroke induced 50 volts in the circuit, 
corresponding  favorably with the  value  established by the transient  analyzer . 
A similar correlation exists between the short-circuit currents, as 
would be expected. I n  this case, the transient analyzer induced a short- 
circuit current of  0.44  ampere, as shown i n  Figure 32(a). This current, 
When scaled upward, would predict a current of 0.44 x 40 = 17.6 amperes. 
The 4O-kiloaqere stroke d id  i n   f a c t  cause a short-circuit current of' 16 
amperes t o  flow, as shown in figure 32(b). The small differences between 
the results obtained from the transient analyzer and the full-scale tests 
are possibly the result of slight  differences  in  the  current wave shapes 
applied for each of these techniques. Similar comparisons were evident 
i n  the measurements obtained from other  circuits. 
13 kA/Div. 5 ps/Div. 
b . 40 Kiloampere 8.2 x 14 ps Wave Form from Lightning Current 
Generator, 
NOTE: Currents are actually positive but appear negative due to placement 
of current measurement shunt i n  impuise generator ground return  circuit. 
WAVE SHAPES GENERATE) BY (a) FKGL SCALE LIGHTNING CtTJRRENT GENEREiToR 
AND (b ) TFOINSIENT  ANALYZER. 
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FIGURE 31. - SIMULAm LIGHTNING CURRENT WAVE SHAPES. COMPARISON OF 
Open Circuit Induced Voltages Short  Circuit  Cur ents 
1 volt/biv.. 5 ps/Div. 0.2 amp/Div. 5 ps/Div. 
a ,  Induced Effects from 1 Kiloampere Stroke (Transient Analyzer). 
20 volts/biv. 5  ps/Div. 10 amps/Div. 
b .  Induced Effects from 40 Kiloampere Stroke (Full Scale). 
FIGURE 32. - COMPARISON OF INDUCED VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS INDUCED BY (a ) 1 KILOAEJIPERE 
STROKE FROM TRANSIENT ANALYZER AND (b) 40 KILOAMPERE STROKE FROM SIMULATED LIGHTNING 
CURRENT GENERATOR. 8.2 X 14 ps WAVE FORMS. MEASUREMENTS BETWE'EN CONDUCTOR 2WOE18 
AND AIRFRAME (CIRCUIT L.050 - KISITION LIGHT) 
pther Observations 
During the course of the testing, several other observations worthy of 
note were made, as follows: 
Arcinp Between Wine: and T ~ T ,  Tank 
During the  preliminary  tests when a l4-Hloampere 11 x 22 ps stroke 
was delivered t o  location 2 ( t ra i l ing  edge of t i p  tank fin), arcing was ob- 
served -& occur between the   t i p  tank and the adjacent wing tip. This arc- 
ing is visible i n  Figure 33, which also shows the  stroke  to  the tank fin. 
When the tank is fastened t o  the wing tip, by means of attachment bol t s  
and a pin, tbere is  a slight gap between the tank wal and the wing t ip ,  
vaqdng i n  length between about 1/8 inch and 1 inch. Electrical and fuel  
system connections t o  the tank are made v i a  flexible connectors (one of 
w b i c h  was conductor 2UCJE18 leading to  the posit ion l ight) .  Close obser- 
vation  disclosed  that  the  arcing  occurred between the aft end of the wing 
t i p  and the adjacent fuel tank wal (between p i n t s  a and b), across a 
gap of approximately 1/8 inch, as shown i n  the  following  sketch: 
i 
!COP VIEW OF WING T I 7  AND FUEL 
" 
Bolts D 
I 1  ,TI Wing \ \  # - 
Arcing 
L 
/ I  - 
i i  i i  i i 
*/Aileron 
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F I G m  3 3 .  - 14 KILOAMPERF: 11 X 22 pS STROKE To MCATION 2 AT  TRAILING EDGE OF 
FUEL TANK FIN. ARCING IS VISIBLE' BETWEEN FUEL TANK AND WING T I P .  
'f 
As shorn i n  the previous sketch, the lightning current passes from the 
t i p  tank to the wing via the fastening bolts and pin. This apparently re- 
eulted i n  a sufficiently  long  current  path between points a and b so that 
the inductive voltage r i s e  betwe'en them was sufficient to break down the   a i r  
gap  between. The voltage r i s e  muld be 
e = L x -  d i  d t  
where L = effective inductance of path 
a-b 
i = lightning current flowing along 
path a-b 
Assuming that L was approximately 2 microhenrys and di /dt  for  the 14- 
kiloampere 11-microsecond wave front  was approximately 2 kiloamperes per 
microsecond, then 
This voltage would be sufficient to cause an arc across such a gap. 
This arcing occurred less regularly when strokes were delivered to 
other locations farther forward on the tank, and never occurred when strokes 
were delivered to the wing i t s e l f .  The arcing caused no physical damage and 
was not associated with any wing electr ical  c i rcui ts .  Its significance, how- 
ever, should not be overlooked, since it occurred i n  an area near which fuel  
vapors may exist. 
Stroke Damage to W i n n  Skin 
Throughout the tests, observations were made of the simulated lightning 
8t10ke damage t o  the wing skin. Figure 34 shows markings made on the skin a t  
location 7 (lower surface of wing a t   cen ter )  by a single 40-kiloampere stroke 
and by many similar strokes to the same point. This f igure i l lustrates  that  
very l i t t l e  d-ge was done to  the skin by a single stroke. In fact, the tiny 
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FIGURE 34 .  - 40 KILOAMPERE  SIMULATED  LIGHTNING STFUIKE DAMAGE TO WING SKIN. DARKENED 
AREA MADE BY 80 STROKES TO LOCATION 7.  ENCIRCLED MARKS MADE BY A SINGLE STROKE. VIEW 
IS OF MWER SURFACE OF WING, SHOWING WOODEN SUPFORT MEUElEkS. 
p i t  marks are  alm>st undiscernible. 
The lowlamplitude, long-duration continuing currents which a c c w  a 
complete lightning flash were not Simulated for theee tests.  These Currents 
are  the cause of most of the erosive damage inflicted so often upon a i r c ra f t  
skin8 (refs. 5 and 6 ) .  Comparatively l i t t l e  damage is done by a single 
high-amplitude, short-duration stroke. If many such strokes are delivered 
to the same location, more extensive damage results, as shown i n  figure 34. 
This damage, however, is still mostly paint burning and metal surface pit- 
t ing.  In no case did one stroke cause a hole in the skin.  
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ANALYTICAL INVESTIGIITION 
The report thus far has described the experimental investigation and 
the induced voltages and currents measursd in   the   e lec t r ica l   c i rcu i t s  xLthin 
the wing of an F S J  airzraft. Since the induced voltages were measured under 
open-circ~t conditions,  they are of ccmrse not the actual voltages which the 
circui ts  would develop across actxal aircraft loads to which they are con- 
nected. Yet, i t  is necessary t o  dete-nr? the relationship between these 
and the open-circuLt voltages actually measured. Rather than identify and 
simulate each of these f o r  actual voltage measurements, i t  was decided to 
obtain sufficient measurements from the wiq! c i rcu i t s  s lme,  from which an 
equivalent circuit model. of each wing c i rcu i t  could be analytically estab- 
lished. From this equivalent cirzuit t h e  voltage arising across any attached 
load impedance could be cakxilated by classical  circuit  analysis methods. 
One advantage of this technique is that it, enables determination of the re- 
sponse across any selected impedance, thus  permitting a more comprehensive 
understanding of the relationship between ?.he -mltage induced i n  a c i rcui t  
and the amount of it actually impressed across the terminals of a piece of 
e lectr ical  equipment. Another advantage is that  the analytical process of 
developing necessary mathematical descriptions of the measured induced volt- 
ages results i n  discovery of interesting relationships between these voltages 
and the causative lightning stroke parameters themselves. The following par- 
agraphs describe the analytical processes ap2lied. Several examples are de- 
scribed, and the remaining analytical results are tabulated. 
W V A J Z N T  CIRCUITS 
To derive the equivalent circuits, t he  w’,ng circuits are considered as 
two-terminal networks viewed from the circuit  terminals at  the wing root (at  
which the actual measurements were made). The circuits are considered as 
being a combination of a voltage source, representing the induced voltage, 
and some impedances, and the equivalent circuit is actually the Thevenin 
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equivalent. Thevenin' s theorem states : 
"(1) Any active tenninal pair composed of combinations of active and 
passive elements can, with respect to its terminals, be represented 
86 the series connection of an ideal voltage source eT and an opera- 
tional element ZT (an impedance)  between the terminals. (2) The 
voltage source e referred to i n  (1 ) of th i s  theorem is the voltage 
function found a t  the terminals of the active terminal pair (due to 
the sources within it) with no external elements connected to these 
T 
terminals. The impedance function ZT is the driving point impedance 
function a t  the terminals of the terminal pair when the ideal sources 
M a i n  the terminal pair are  set  to zero . I1  (ref. 9) 
The Thevenin equivalent circuit is therefore a series combination of 
an ideal voltage source, eT, equal to the voltage measured across the open 
terminals of the actual circuit, and an.impedance, ZT, equal to this voltage 
divided by the current flowing through the actual short circuited terminals, 
as follows: 
8 Thevenin Equivalent Circuit 
Thevenin Voltage, eT oc = e  
e 
Theveriin Impedance, 'T = 
where eoc = measured open circui t  induced voltage 
isc = measured short  circuit  current 
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L W i n g  Circuit 
- 
e oc 
I ~ " iL A 
FIGURE 35 (a). - LUMPED CIRCUIT 
OF WING AND WING 
ELEM!NT 
CIRCUIT 
FtEPFUSENTATION 
R, 
iL - 
FIGURE 35 (b). - CIRCUIT REPRESENTATION OF WING 
STRUCTURE AND ELEXTFUCAL CIRCUIT 
% 
To establish  the  equivalent  circuit,  both  eT and ZT (either.of which 
nay be complex  functions)  must be defined and expressed  mathematically. 
Thevenin Voltage  Source, eT 
r 
To determine an expression  for  the  Thevenin  voltage,  eT,  first  consider 
Mgure 35(a), in which  the  wing and a hypothetical  circuit  are  represented 
electrically  by  lumped  impedances.  The  components Rw and $ are  the  equiv- 
alent  resistance  and  inductance,  respectively,  of  the  wing  structure  and 
skin,  while the components R and L are  representative of the  electrical 
circuit wtthin the wing.  The  circuit shown employs  the  airframe  as  its  re- 
turn  path.  The  elements  of  Figure  35(a)  are  redrawn  more  clearly in the  cir- 
cuit  representation  shorn  in  Figure  35(b). In  this  figure  the  magnetic 
coupling  effect  between t he  wing inductance and that  of  the  electrical  cir- 
cuit  within  the  wing  is  represented  by  the  mutual  inductance M e  Also shown 
i8 the  injection of the  lightning  current,  iL, and the  resultant  open  cir- 
cuit  voltage, eo,, measured  at  the  circuit  terminals. By Thevenin' s theorem, 
tbis is  the  Thevenin  voltage eTo From  Figure  35(b)  it  is  apparent  that  this 
voltage  is: 
e = i  R + M -  T L w  dt 
di L 
This expression may then  be  substituted in the  circuit of Figure  35(b) as 
the.  Thevenin  voltage  source,  as shown in Figure 36, 
ZT 
i- - """" 1 
e = e  T oc 
FIGURE 36. - THEVENIN  EQUIVALENT  CIRCUIT 
" 
mom equation (1) it is apparent that   the Thevenin impedance is the ac- 
tual  wing circui t  impedance, consisting i n  this example of the  circuit  self 
inductance, L, and resistance, €2. The Thevenin voltage source has been ex- 
pressed i n  terms of the liahtning current, i as well as certain hypotheti- 
cal  wing parameters M and s. To express equation (1) in useful terms, it 
i s  necessary to  have the mathematical description of the lightning current, 
i as well as the parameters, I$, and M. 
L’ 
L’ 
Assuming that  the wave shape and amplitude of the lightning current 
is known, as was the case i n   t h i s  experimental investigation, then it can 
be expressed mathematically. Figures 37 and 38 show the actual 40-kiloam- 
pere slow (36 x 82 ps) and f a s t  (ge2 x 14 ps) wave forms applied during 
this experimental investigation, together with the mathematical approxi- 
mations used to describe each. Very close agreement is evident between 
the mathematically described approximations and the actual applied waves. 
It will be noted that one mathematical expression does not apply to 
the wave shape throughout i ts  entire time duration. Due to the particular 
nature of the wave shapes applied, it was not possible t o  find a single 
expression which would describe the entire wave forms. Accordingly, a com- 
bination of two expressions was uti l ized  in  each case. 
Once the applied lightning current has been described, it is necessary 
to obtain values for   the parameters % and M before an expression for  e is 
completely defined. From the experimental results, it is obvious that  eT 
is  not   ident ical   for   a l l  wing circuits  or  test  conditions, even i f  the ap- 
plied lightning stroke is unchanged. Therefore, the parameters Rw and M 
c m t  be the same f o r   a l l  conditions, but must be dependent upon such fac- 
tors as stroke location and circuit  characterist ics.  They may, in  fac t ,  
even be related to the lightning stroke wave shape. 
T 
If iL is lolown and eT is assumed t o  be equal to the experimental meas- 
urement eo,, then equation (1) is an equation i n  two unknowns, %J and M. 
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-.016t - e  -.048t) 
Actual applied wave "- Mathematical  approximation 
FIGURE 3'7. - MATHEM4TICAL DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATD LIGHTNING CURRENT WAVE SHAPE 
36 X 82 ps (SLOW) WAVE SHAPE 
Actual applied wave 
""athematical approximation 
3- A . 2  
I COS ( .164t-tl) 
Time ( p  )
FIGURF 38.  - MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATED LIGHTNING CURRENT WAVE SHAPE 
8.2 X 14 ps (FAST) W!.'JE SHAPE 
Since e and iL are time varying functions, but % and M are presumably 
not, equation (1) can be written a t  two discrete times, resulting  in a s e t  
of simultaneous equations which can be solved fo r  Rw and M. Selection of 
appropriate discrete times is facilitated by reference to  Figure 39, whtch 
oc 
shows a typical 
age wave forms . 
and 
from which 
which gives the solution for %J-. A t  t = T2, the induced voltage is zero; 
theref ore 
e = O  oc ( 5 )  
and 
from which 
I 
where has been obtained from equation (4 )  . 
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FIGURE 39. - TYPICAL LIGHTNING CURRENT AND INDUCED VOLTAGE WAVE FORMS 
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Thus, from an expression for the lightning  current and two discrete 
voltage values from the measured open-circuit voltage oscillogram, a mathe- 
matical expression for the complete induced voltage wave form is obtained, 
i n  the form of equation (1) . This. expression was tben used t o  calculate 
eT for a l l  value6 of time, and the resulting calculated wave form, eT, was 
'then compared with the actual measured wave form, eo,, for verification. 
Close agreement between the calculated and measured wave forms i n  nearly 
a l l  cases proved that  this is a valid technique for generating an expression 
for the Thevenin voltage eT. An example of tus analysis is given i n  Figure 
40, M c h  8 b W 6  both .the measured and calculated w&e form6 of .the voltage 
induced i n  the  glide path antenna circuit (R.060) from a 40-kiloampere 8.2 
x 14 ps stroke to location- 1. (forward end of t ip   fue l  tank).. In t h i s  case, 
eqmtions ( 4 )  and (7) were solved for  I& and M respectively. The expression 
for i,L used i n  these solutions was that of Figure 38. Equation ( 4 )  states: 
From Mgure 40 the measwed value of eoc a t  8.2 ps is  1.2 volts. iL is equal 
t o  its maximum value of 40 kiloamperes a t  8,2 FS. Hence: 
+Equation (7) states : 
@om agure 40 (eoc 1, t2 = 9.1 ps . The value of - diL a t  9.1 p6 is  calculated 
from the expression of Mgure 38 t o  be: 
d t  
15 
10 
z d 
5 5  
0 
-10 
% % % (calculated) 
= e (memured) oc 
T2 9.1 pa X x 
FIGURE 40. - COMPARISON OF MEASURED (e ) AND CALCmTED (e,) INDUCED VOLrllAcE 
WAVE SHAPES, RESULTING FRDM 40 KILOAMPERE 8.2 X I 4  pS STROKE TO IDCATION 1. 
oc 
C I R C U I T  R.%O (AN/hRN-18 GLIDE PATH RADIO M C E I V E R  ANTENNA - ANTENNA SHORTID) 
Thus: 
eT = (3 x 10”) iL + (1.39 x 10 -9 d i L  
which is an equation for  eT i n  terms of the lightning current iL. The ex- 
pression for iL from Figure 38 was then substituted  into this equation and 
values of eT were calculated for  0 t 4 15  microseconds. These .are 
plotted on Figure 40, from which it is evident that there is very close 
agreement between the calculated and measured  wave forms. Thus, the ana- 
lytically derived equation ($) for eT is valid. 
test conditions and c i r cu i t s  were performed by a computer. For this pur- 
p s e ,  a computer program entitled TIXAL1l  was written i n  the BASIC language 
of the General Electric time-sharing computer service. Using the expression 
for  the lightning current and the value of eoc measured a t  tl the computer 
program calculates the coefficients % and M of equation (1) and plots the 
solution of this equation over the time period of the complete wave form. 
The values of Rw and M are  tabulated for each circuit and tes t  condition 
An Tables VI1 through XIV. 
The calculation  just  outlined and a l l  similar ones made f o r  other 
Not only is the foregoing analysis an effective technique for estab- 
llbhing the expression for eT, but it also expresses this voltage i n  terms 
of the lightning current i t s e l f .  The latter affords an opportunity to 
study relationships between the lightning current characteristics, effec- 
tive wing electrical parameters, and the resulting induced voltages. 
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Effective Wiw Electrical Parameters 
Equation (1) i l lus t ra tes   tha t  the wave form of the complete Ynducedtl 
voltage is really a combination of two component voltage wave forms. One is 
a resistive voltage rise proport-iorial t o  and i n  phase with t k ~  1ie;htning cur- 
rent wave form. The other is a magnetically induced voltage proportdona1 t o  
the time derivative (rate of change) of the lightning current. The propor- 
tionality constants are the effective wing electrical  parameters % and M, 
which represent effectively a wing resistance and ntlial indwtance with thc? 
electrical circuit in question. As would be expected, these la t te r  quant-i- 
ties are not the same for   a l l   tes t   condi t ions (even fo r  the same wing cir-  
cui t ) .  Tables ' VI1 thraugh X I V  show considerable varlation amng values of 
\ and M f o r  each of the 8 circuits,  and also for differen?. stroke locations 
when measurements were made  upon the s a  circui t .  Since both % and M w;st 
be functians of the effective lightning current path through +he Wng and 
i ts  relation to the particular w i ~ g  electrical  cirwit ,  these variations 
seem natural. Not as readily understood are the variations in Rw and M as 
a function of lightning current wave &ape, with all   other  test   conditions 
the same.  The tables show tha t  in  some cases these variations are greater 
than in others. In particular, there is generally a greater difference i n  
the values of M than i n  %p.. The explanatfon of this i s  unclear, although 
it is  possible that lightning currents of different wave shapes themselves 
travel different paths through the airframe, which result  in different ef-  
fective wing resistances and mutual inductances with respect; t o  the wing 
electrical  circuit  in  question. 
In   sp i te  of the unexplained variations mentioned above, Tables VI1 
thmugh XIV do exhibit some interesting  relationships between values of Rw 
and M and the wing circuits or t e s t  conditions mich appear logical. The 
first of these is the tendency fo r  both €& and M to increase as the  light- 
ning stroke is  mved t o  locations farther out on the wing. This is  logical 
since the lightning  current must traverse a l a g e r  path of greater  resistance 
and mutual inductance with respect to wing electrical  circuits.  T h i s  effect 
was especially pronounced when strokes were delivered to the wing t i p   f u e l  
tank, i n  which case the lightning current passes through the relatively  high 
resistance of the tank fastening joint and the resultant concentrated mg- 
netic  flux more closely links the exposed circui t  conductor passing between 
the wing t i p  and fuel tank. This relationship is particularly evident i n  
the  posit ion  l ight  circuit  (L.050, Table X) and the glide path receiver an- 
tenna circui t  (R.060, Table XIII). It i s  not evident f o r  the well shielded 
circui ts   or  ones which do not employ the airframe as the return path. 
It is  noted that some of the values of Rw and M appear as negative 
numbers i n  the tables, indicating the existence of negative inductances or  
resistances. Since such elements are not possible, the appearance of the 
negative coefficients must be due to  some other anomaly. Pbssibly they are 
the  result of lightning currents flowing i n  a  direction w i t h  respect to the 
wing circui t  path opposite from that assumed for  derivation of equation (1). 
In any event, it should be realized that Rw and M are  effective King resist-  
ances and mutual inductances and as such do not describe tangible wing char- 
acteristics. Further study should provide clarification of these phenomena 
and indicate  relationships between F$, and M and wing physical  characteristics. 
Capacitive Coupline; 
Equation (1) for   the induced voltage eoc was derived f o r  a c i rcu i t   in  
which the airframe was actually used as  the  return  path  for  the wing elec- 
t r ica l  c i rcu i t .  Nevertheless, it has been possible to calculate values of 
% and M fo r  an equation i n  the form of (1) which accurately describes the 
measured open-circuit voltages in   c i rcui ts ,   the   far  ends of which a re   l e f t  
lfloatingt and are not terminated either directly or indirectly to the air- 
frame. An example is the armament jett ison circuit  (A.140, Table VII) wtth 
the pylon removed, as shown on the following page. 
C. I,. I 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 . 1 1  I ., , -. , . .- ,, , .. ..., ......""...."...."""_ 
Wing 
'7 
e =  
Ai:€(, + M - d i  
d t  
The stray capacitance between this circuit  conductor and the airframe is  
also present i n  other  circuits which are terminated via low impedance paths 
to  the airframe. In these cases, the low impedance path is preferential 
and the effect of the capacitance is  comparatively minor. In the open-ended 
circuit, however, the capacitive coupling pth is  now the only one available 
to complete the circuit. Since an open-circuit voltage was measured i n  
these circuits, a component of such voltage must have been the capacitive 
voltage between the conductor and the inside of the wing.  However, since 
the voltage eoc is expressed as a combination of resistive and inductive 
components only, the function of the capacitance might be visualized as sim- 
ply connecting the apparent resistive voltage component arising  in  the  air-  
frame with the apparent magnetic component induced in   the conductor i t s e l f .  
The effect of this coupling upon the calculated values of Rw and M as com- 
pared with those which would be calculated  from-a  similar  circuit connected 
via a low impedance to the airframe is not known; however, it is assumed to  
be significant. Accordingly, the calculated values of Rw and M for  such 
open-ended circuits probably cannot be compared directly with their  counter- 
parts calculated from voltages measured i n  low impedance circuits.  The neg- 
ative  coefficients of Rw and M may also be related to  the capacitance effect. 
F'urther.analysis should provide greater understanding of these relationships. 
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Voltage Comnents 
The equation for   the Thevenin voltage  source, 
expresses t h i s  voltage as the combination of a resist ive and an inductive 
voltage component. Both components are time-varying functions of the light- 
ning current itself. It is of interest  to  study the factors affecting each 
of these voltages individually. Figures 41 and 42 show the magnetically 
induced and resistive voltage rises respectively as functions of the wing 
and lightning  current parameters. 
Figure 41 shows the resistive voltage, which is equal to the product 
of the effective wing resistance, %, and the lightning current amplitude. 
The range of wing resistances plotted covers those found i n  this investiga- 
tion. The current amplitudes plotted encompass the range of currents be- 
lieved to  be possible in natural  l ightning. T h i s  figure can be used t o  de- 
termine the  resistive  voltage  rise appearing i n  a wfng electrical   circuit  
(employing the airframe as the return path) for various combinations of 
% and lightning current amplitude. For example, a lightning current of 
100 kiloamperes will cause a r i s e  of 10 vol t s   in  a circuit  with an asso- 
ciated wing resistance Rw of 100 microhms. 
Figure 42 shows the magnetically induced voltages which may result  
from various lightning current and mutual inductance conditions. In this 
case the voltage is the product of the effective mutual inductance, M, and 
the rate of r i s e  of the lightning current (=). From the figure, a light- 
ning current rate of r i se  of 10 kiloamperes per microsecond, f o r  example, 
will induce 100 vol t s   in  a c i rcui t  with an effective mutual inductance of 
10 nanohenrys. 
d i L  
Since the resistive and inductive voltage components are each time- 
varying functions, proportional to  the lightning current wave form and its 
differential respectively, they will not reach the i r  maximum values a t  the . 
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same time. Accordingly, the individual maximum voltages fo r  each component 
as obtained from Figures 41 and 42 cannot be directly added to obtain the 
maximum voltage eT which  would appear i n  the cimuit. Instead, equation (1) 
must be solved fo r  eT as a function of time and the resulting wave form 
plotted. Figures L+l and 42 do, however, serve t he  useful purpose of illus- 
trating  the range of resist ive and magnetically ir,duced voltages which can 
a r i se   in   c i rcu i t s  with various values of Rw and M, 
Comparison of the possible resistive voltages of Figure 41 with the 
possible magnetically induced voltages of Figure 42, over the ranges of 
and M found t o  be associated with the wLng and circuit?  fested  in this pro- 
gram, shows that the magnetically induced voltages are l i k L  1.y to  be the 
most severe. For rates of r i s e  of 10 to  20 kiloamperes per microsecond, 
for  example, which are possible f r o m  lightning currents, some c i rcu i t s  i n  
this wing would have induced voltages i n  excess of 1,000 volts. 
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T A B U  VII. - CALCUIAm EFFECTIVE WING RESISMCES AND " U A L  
INDUCTANCES FOR VARIOUS TEST CONDITIONS 
Circuit A.140, Right Armament Jettison 
Conductor 2A92X16 and Airframe. Location: kading Edge 
(Note : pylon not attached ) 
Stroke 
Lncation 
1 
Forward End 
of Tip Tank 
4 
~ .. ~ .. - - 
Outboard 
Leading 
Edge 
~ " ." 
5 
Trailing 
Edge of 
Aileron 
~ .. . 
7 
Center of 
wing 
Surface 
-~ ~. 
10 
Inboard 
Leading 
Edge - 
(micrahms) (nanohenrys) 1 (m$cmhgs) 
14 us) 
M 
(nanohenrys ) 
0.0597 
0.0598 
0.0450 
0.0545 
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TANX  VIII .  - CAILUIATED EFFECTIVE WING RFSISTANCES AM) MUTUAL . 
INDUCTANCES FOR VARIOUS TEST CONDITIONS 
i, Wave Form: 
Circuit E.0711. Right Fuel Quantity Indication 
Conducbr 2E65B2 
- 
2 ana Airframe 
Slow Wave Form Fast Wave Form 
Stroke 
1 
Forward End 
Of T i D  T U  
4 
Outboard 
Leading 
Edge 
Trailing 
Edge of 
Aileron 
Center of 
wing 
Surface 
5 
7 
10 
Inboard 
Leading 
Edne 
1 
Forward End 
of T ~ D  T a i k  
4 
Outboard 
Leading 
Edge 
5 
Trailing 
Edge of 
Aileron 
7 
, it  
1 
C e n t e r  of 
w m 3  
Surface 
10 
Inbanl 
Edge 
Leading 
10 5.0 0.00649 
17.5 -0 .OW83 5.0 0.02 58 
27.5 0.176 10 .o -0.27 
1.25 -0.000559 25.0 -0.674 
32.5 -0.0145 5 .O 0 .(x24 
Conductor 2E66B20 and Airframe 
35 .O I 1.31 
30 .O 1.19 
35.0 1.31 
30 .O 1.29 
45.0 I -0.0201 
7 7 . 5  0.282 
45 .O 0 -232 
20 .o 0.203 
10 .o -0.01284 
25.0  0.185
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TABLE VI11 (Continued) 
." - Conductor 2E67B22 and A i r  erame "_ ~ 
Fast Wave Form 
Forward End 
4 
Outboard 
Leading 
Trailing 
Edge of 
... Aileron . "  . . . .  
7 
Center of 
Wing 
Inboard 
Leading 
I 
1 
Forward End 
of Tip Tank 
4 
Outboard 
Leading 
Edge 
Trailing 
Edge of 
A;tlero_n ~ ~ 
7 
Center of 
Wing 
5 
Inboard 
Leading 
Edge 
L 
n 
(microhme 1 (nanobems 1 
10 .o 0.132 
20 .o -0.141 
5 .O 0.0569 
. 
15 .O 0.0117 
10 .o 0.373 I 
(Continued ) 
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TABU VI11 (Continued) 
Forward End 
of T i D  T W  
4 
Outboard 
Leading 
Edge 
Trailing 
Edge of 
Aileron 
Center of 
w i n g  
Surface 
Inboard 
Leading 
EdQe 
5 
7 
10 
I Conductor  2E69B22 and Airframe 
i Wave Form: Slow Wave Form I Fast Wave Form (36 x 
Stroke RW 
hcat ion (microhms 
1 
10 .o 
2.5 
7.5 
10 .o 
15.0 
nanohen s 
-0.00447 I 10.0 
-0.00112 I 5.0 
5.0 
-0.00447 I 7.5  
-0.00671 I 5 .O 
0 .CY709 
0.0354 
0.03 54 
~ ~ 
0.0532 
-0.0228 
TABU I X .  - CAXUIATED EFFECTIVE KING RESISTANCES AM) MUTUAL 
INDUCTANCES FOR VARIOUS TEST CONDITIONS 
i Wave Form: 
~ L" .. .. ~ 
Forward End 
of Tip Tank 
Outboard 
Leading 
Trailing 
Edge of 
Aileron 
7 
Center of 
wing 
Surface 
10 
Inboard 
Leading 
-Edge 
. lot 
(8.2 
4.5 
2 .o 
8.25 
10 .o 
1.75 
7 nanohen s 
-I -0.0698 
-0.187 I 
I 
-0 .lo7 
I -0.117 A -0.0227 
11 5 
L 
TABLE X. - CALCULATED EFFECTIVE  WING RESISTANCES AND MUTUAL 
INDUCTANCES FOR VARIOUS TEST CONDITIONS 
i Wave Form: 
Stroke 
Mcation 
1 
Forward End 
of Tip Tank 
4 
+ .  
Outboard 
Leading 
Edge 
5 
Trailing 
Edge of 
Aileron 
7 
Center of 
Wing 
Surf ace 
10 
Inboard 
Leading 
Edge 
Circuit L.050, Pbsition Light 
25.0  2.75 -100 .o 1.55 
45.0 1.68 - 40.0 0 024.4 
40 .O 0 022 60 .O 0.31 
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TABU XI. - CALCULAW EFFECTIVE WING RESISTANCES AND MUTUAL 
INDUCTANCES FOR VARIOUS TEST CONDITIONS 
Circuit Q.WOl, Fuel Vent Valves 
Outboard 
*Two zero-intersect times (T1) were obtained from the measured 
induced voltage wave form. Hence,  two values of M are obtained. 
The meaning of t h i s  is unclear. 
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Circuit Q.060, Right Wing Tank Booster Pump 
Conductor 2Q78C12 and Airframe 
I Slow Wave Form Fast Wave Form 1 
Forward End 
of Tip Tank 
4 
Outboard 
Leading 
Edge 
, 5 
Trailing 
Edge of 
Aileron 
7 
Center of 
Wing 
Surf ace 
10 
Inboard 
Leading 
Edge 
T A B U  XIII. - CAUUIAm EFFECTIVE WING RESISTANCES AND MUTUAL 
INDUC!CANCES FOR VARIOUS TEST CONDITIONS 
Circuit R . 0 6 0 ,  AN/AIU" Glide Path Radio Receiver 
Conductor RA35C and Airframe 
I Slow Wave Form i Wave Form: 
Stroke 
Incation 
1 
Forward End 
of Tip Tank 
4 
Outboard 
Leading 
Edge 
5 
Trailing 
Edge of 
Aileron 
7 
Center of 
Wing 
Surf ace 
I 10 
I mze: 
Inboard 
Leading 
3 6 . 5  
10.4 
6.25 
9.64 
24.7 
82 us) 
M 
-1 .82 
~ 
2.115 
-0,218 
-0.729 
-2.6 
Fast Wave Form 
30 .o 
6.25 
-12.5 
14 us) 
M 
hanohenrys 
1.39 
2.32 
1.16 
0.489 
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TABU X I V .  - CALCUULTED EFFECTIVE WING FESISTANCES AM, MUTUAL 
INDUCTANCE3 FOR VARIOUS TEST CONDITIONS 
Circuit S.220. Armament hwer Supply 
Conductor 2SF3886E20 and P 
i Wave Form: Slow Wave Form (36 X 82 US) . 
Stroke RW M 
hca t ion  (microhm 1 (narwhems 1 
1 
Fomrd End 
of Tip Tank -0.00028 
4 
Outboard 
Leading 
Edge -0.000224 
5 II 1 0.75 Trailing Edge of Aileron 
7 
Center of 
Surface 
wing 
Inboard 
Leading 
0.625 
0.50 
-0.000336 
-0.00028 
frame 
Fast Wave Form 
(8.2 X 14 US) 
Rw M 
(microhms ) barnhenrys 
2.5 0.0177 
0.88 0.0062 
1 .o -0.00798 
0.25 0.00501 
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This value exceeded only for Circuit-" 
-- L.050 (Ebsition Lamp) when strokes 
delivered to wing t i p   f u e l  tank. 
1 1 .o 10 100 1000 
Effective Wing Resistance, Rw (Microhms) 
FIGURE 41. - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EFFECTIVE WING RESISTANCE (R,) AND 
RESISTIVE VOLTAGE RISE I N  EUCTRICAL CIRCUIT USING AIRFRAME A S  RETURN 
PATH, FOR VARIOUS LIGHTNING CURRENT AMPLITUDES. 
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L 
I 
This value of M exceeded o n l y 4  
- for   Circui t  L.050 (Position 
L i a t )  when strokes delivered 
.001 .01 .1 1 .o 10.0 100.0 
Effective .Mutual Inductance, M (Nanohenrys) 
1.0 
0.1 
.01 
FIGURE 42. - FEUTIONSHIP BETWEEN EFFECTIVE MUTUAL INDUCTANCE 
(M) AND MAGNETICALLY INDUCED VOLTAGE IN WING EUCTRICAL CIRCUIT 
FOR VARIOUS RATES OF LIGHTNING CURRENT RISE (di/dt). 
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Thevenin Impedance, ZT 
As described earlier in this report, measurements were made of both the 
open-circuit  voltages, e and short-circuit  currents, iSc, so that  suffi-  
cient data would be available from which to calculate the Thevenin impedance, 
oc’ 
e 
The calculations were made by first writing mathematical expressions 
for  both eoc and is,. The expression for e i s  equation (1) derived pre- 
viously for the Thevenin voltage. A n  approximate mathematical expression 
for the short-circuit currents, isc, was obtained from the oScillogram using 
standard curve-fitting techniques. Calculation of the impedance ZT then 
proceeded. The procedure used is  i l lustrated by the following example, i n  
which the Thevenin impedance of the glide path antenna circui t  (R .060)  with 
the antenna coupling capacitor shorted will be calculated, for an 8.2 x 
1.4 ps stroke delivered t o  location 1. 
oc 
The equation for eT has been written  as 
d iL  
e = e  = % i L + M ~  T oc 
For these test conditions, i Rw and M are as follows: L’ 
iL = (40 x 10 ) s in  (0.2 x 10 t )  amperes (from Figure 38) 3 6 
(t 18 x seconds) 
Rw = 30 x lo4 ohms (from Table XI11 ) 
M = 1.39 x henrys (from Table XIII) 
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Substitution of these quantities into (1) and simplification gives: 
e = 1.2 s in  (0.2 x 10 t )  + 11.1 COS (0.2 x 10 t )  6 6 oc 
F'rom the oscillogram of Figure 143, 
i m 19 s i n  (0.2 x 106t) 
(t 5 18 pS) 
sc (11) I' 
The problem i s  next transformed into the complex frequency domain, where 
it can be viewed as a problem in passive network synthesis, where, 
where s is the Laplace operator 
with the circuit output terminals shorted. In this case, Z,(s) can be con- 
sidered as Z,(s), the driving point impedance function of a two-terminal 
network. 
"""- 1 
R e m 5  ting equations (10) and (11 ) i n  the complex frequency domain, 
Open C i r c u i t  V o l t a g e ,  eoc 
5 volts /Div.  5 p s / D i v .  
Short C i r c u i t  C u r r e n t ,  is, 
FIGURE 4 3 .  - OPEN  CIRCUIT INDUCED VOLTAGE AND SHORT  CIRCUIT 
CURRENT MEASURED I N  C I R C U I T  R.060 (GLIDE PATH ANTENNA - 
COUPLING CAPACITOR SHORTED ) 
12 5 
and 
11 .Is + 0.2 x lo6 
Eoc(s)  = 
s2 + (0.2 x 10 ) 6 2  
3.80 x lo6 
Isc(s) = 
s2 + (0.2 x 10 ) 6 2  
Therefore 
- - 
which can be considered as 
11.1s + 0.2 x 10 6 - 
Is, (6 1 3.80 x lo6 
2.92 x 10 s + .O632 -6 
a series R-L network such that 
Z,(s) = Ls + R = z+) 
where, from (17), 
L = 2.92 lnicrahenrys 
R = 0.0632 ohm 
which are the series inductance and resistance 
This process was repeated with the use of 
other test conditions applied to  this circuit. 
of the "bevenin impedance, 
the  digital computer for  
Calculations of the R and 
L components for   near ly   a l l   tes t  conditions were possible. The few cases 
i n  which solutions were not possible are apparently the result of anomalies 
i n  the measured e or  isc oscillogram, attributable to  loose connectors, 
etc.  in the aircraft  circuits. 
oc 
Under some test conditions, an adequate mathematical description of 
isc could not be obtained. In these cases, a graphical approach was used, 
i n  which the measured eoc and is, wave forms were plotted graphically, and 
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values of R and L were obtained by dividing the ordinate of the e wave 
form by that of the is, wave form a t  discrete times, derived as follows: 
oc 
Since 
disc e = R i s c + L -  oc d t  
then, a t  a time t = to when 
Also, a t  time t = tl when 
Then 
disc = o  
d t  
e oc R = -  
=sc t = t 
0 
e =  oc 
d t  t = tl 
where R i s  the value obtained from (21).  For several  c i rcui ts  disc is 
zero a t  more than one value of t. In these cases, R was calculated a t  each 
value of t and then averaged. The calculated values of R and L f o r  c i r c u i t  
R.060 under a l l  test  conditions are listed i n  Table XV. 
d t  
A s  was noted ear l ie r ,  measurements of isc i n  some c i r cu i t s  were not 
possible because these circuits had very high impedance o r  open-ended ter-  
minations  within  the wing. I n  such  cases,  while a voltage, e was meas- 
ured, no short-circuit  currents above the sensi t ivi ty  of the measurement 
system (about 10 milliamperes) could be detected. As a result ,  calculations 
oc’ 
L 
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~- 
of ZT 
would 
would 
might 
were not possible, This indicates, however, t ha t  these c i r cu i t s  
deliver l i t t l e  or no current to such f i n i t e  load impedances as  
be associated with most avionics equipment, to which.the circuits 
be connected. A s  a resul t ,  l i t t l e  chance of damage  would be ex- 
pected t o  occur i n  this equipment. The c i r c u i t s  f o r  which measurements 
of isc and calculations of Z were possible included: T 
R.060 (Glide Path Antenna - with coupling 
L.050 (Pbsition Light) 
&.(X0 (Right Wing Tank Booster Pumps) 
capacitor shorted only) 
Calculations of Z f o r  c i r c u i t  L.050 were performed using the same T 
techniques as outlined above. The ser ies  R and L components of ZT f o r  
the various test  conditions are listed i n  Table XVI. 
In the case of c i r cu i t  Q.060 (Right Wing  Tank Booster Pump), many.of 
the measured voltages, e were nearly  unidirectional.  A s  a resu l t ,  ac- 
curate definit ion of the times, t2, a t  which the eoc wave forms intersected 
the zero line, and subsequent calculations of reliable values of Rw and M, 
were not always possible. The r e su l t  was tha t  some expressions obtained 
f o r  e did not approximate the measured wave form of eoc closely enough 
to permit accurate calculation of Z In these cases, an alternate ap- 'I" 
proach was applied,  in which an equation fo r  t he  e wave form was obtained 
by standard curve-fitting techniques. 
oc ' 
oc 
oc 
Examples of the eoc and isc measurements obtained from c i r cu i t  Q.060, 
f o r  a 4O-kiloampere 34 x 82 ps lightning current delivered t o  location 1, 
are  shown i n  Figure 44. These wave shapes are plotted together on Figure 
45, along with the wave shapes of the mathematical expressions arrived a t  
f o r  approximation. These expressions  are: 
e = 0.75 + 1.2 sin(0.0392t) oc (24 1 
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i sc = 1.38e-0*025t (sin(O.CY785-L x lo") + 0.33 sin(0.275t x 10 -6 )) (25) 
Since these are time-varying functions, transformation into the complex 
frequency domain yields 
0.75 (s2 + 0.0627s + 0.00154) 
s(s2 + 0.00154) 
Eoc(s) = 
0.235 ( s  + 0.0362s + 0.0281) 
(s2 + 0.0% + 0.00683) (s2 + 0.05s + 0.076) 
2 
ISC(d = (27) 
from which the driving point impedance function 2 (s)  can be 
stated earlier.  Once this impedance function i s  obtained, a 
work f o r  ZT can be found using the principles and methods of 
work synthesis. 
D 
Because the expression obtained f o r  ZD(s) from (26) and 
complex roots, it becomes apparent that the network involved 
ing elements of resistance, inductance and capacitance. The 
available  for two-terminal R-L-C network synthesis are those 
found as 
suitable  net- 
passive net- 
(27) w i l l  have 
is one contain- 
techniques 
of (1) Brune, 
and (2) Bott and D u f f  i n   ( r e f .  10). Since each Brune cycle ultimately re- 
quires the use of a transf omer,  the most useful technique to apply in   the  
present analysis would  be the Bott-Duffin. For the circuit  under consider- 
ation (Q.060) a network f o r  ZT was not actually obtained since the process 
Would be quite involved. This circui t  is known t o  have a radio noise f i l -  
ter i n  it, which i n   f a c t  has both inductance and capacitance elements i n  
it. For the present investigations, 
complex solution to t h i s  circui t  was 
available, should it be desirable to 
the investment of time t o  obtain a 
not  warranted. The techniques are 
pursue this synthesis i n  the future. 
Open Circuit  V o l t a g e ,  eoc 
Short Ci rcu i t  Current, iSc 
0.5 amp/biv. 20 p s b i v .  
FIGURE 44. - OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE AND SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT MEASURED 
BETWEEN  CONDUCTOR 2Q78C12 AND AIRFRAME. 40 KILOAMPERE, 36 X 82 pS 
LIGHTNING CURRENT APPLIED TO LOCATION 1. CIRCUIT &.a0  (RIGHT WING 
TANK  BOOSTER P W )  . 
n 
n 
9 
hkasured Wave Shapes 
0 
0 
a, 
FIGURF: 4 5 .  - WAVE SHAPES OF MEASURED OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE, eoc, AM> SHORT CIRCUIT 
CURRENT, isc, OBTAINED FROM FIGUFE 44,  TOGETHER WITH MA-TICAL APPROXIMATIONS. 
CIRCUIT Q.060 (RIGHT WING TANK BOOSTER W). 
TABLE XV. - CALCULATED THEVENIN IMFEDANCE SERIES R AND L 
COMPONENTS FOR VARIOUS TEST CONDITIONS 
Circuit R.060, Glide Path Radio Receiver 
Conductor RA35C and Airframe 
(Note : Coupling Capacitor Shorted ) 
.~ . 
8.2 X 14 pS 
~ ~~ 
I 36 X 82 VS 1 
Forward End 
R 
(ohms) 
0.0632 
0.1956 
0.377 
0 .I31 
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TABLE XVI. - CALCUIAm THEVENIN IMPEDANCE SERIES R AND L 
COMFONENTS FOR VARIOUS TEST CONDITIONS 
Circuit L.050, Position L i g h t  
Conductor 2LlOE18 and Airframe 
Wave Shape: 
Stroke Location 
1 
Forward End 
of Tip Tank 
4 
Outboard 
Leading 
Edge 
5 
Trailing 
Edge of 
Aileron 
7 
Center of 
wing 
Surf ace 
10 
Inboard 
Leading 
Edge 
ASEL 
R 
1.98 
3 033 
3.09 
133 
L 
(microhem&, 
-7.8 
36.2 
8.37 
9.56 
1 
_. ----- 1.- 
Characteristics of ZT 
~ ~ 
Tables XV and XVI show that  there is some variation i n  ZT as a function 
of stroke location and lightning current wave shape; however, the variation 
is not  as  great  as was the variation i n  calculated  values of Rw and M for  
identical sets of t e s t  conditions.. It is possible that some o r   a l l  of the 
variations i n  ZT are simply the  result  of slight experimental inconsisten- 
cies or analytical imperfections. Such a conclusion is possible because the 
values of R and L generated seem t o  approximate the  actual  characteristics 
of the particular wing circuits.  For example, the resistances calculated 
for   c i rcui t  R.060 a r e   a l l  very low, as mould be expected from a circui t  
connected directly (through the shorted coupling capacitor) to  the airframe. 
The variations obtained may only be the result  of a poor connection through 
the shorted coupling capacitor. Similarly, the values of inductance (2 - 3 
microhenrys) are  the same order of magnitude as might be expected for  a eo- 
axial cable circuit the length of R.&O (17 feet) .  
For the  position light circui t  (L.050), values of resistance between 
1.23 and 3,09 ohrns were calculated. These compare favorably with the re- 
sistance of the light bulb, which m s  2.5 ohms o The inductances calculated 
fo r  t h i s  circuit, which extends longer than the antenna circuit,  are  larger. 
Finally, the impedance Z for the booster pump circui t  (&.060), while 
no% fully defined, does appear to be a combination of R, L and C elements. 
Such is actually  the case, since the circui t  possesses an RF? f i l t e r  which 
has a l l  of these elements. 
T 
Further  study m y  uncover more definite  relationships than these; how- 
ever,. it does appear that the Thevenin impedances closely approximate the 
actual impedances already existing i n  the wing circuits.  If this  is the 
case, the problem of determining the impedances of other  aircraft  circuits 
would be simplified. 
Voltages Across Ci rcu i t   bad  Dmedances 
Once the Thevenin equivalent  circuits have been defincd, they may be 
used to calculate  the amount of voltage which would be impressed upon any 
connected loads (avionics equipdent, etc.), the terminal impedances of which 
are known, by: 
Wing 
I z T - }  d ,  I ZL = Z ( h a d )  
evenin Equivalent Circuit eL I zL 1 = impedance of 
connected 
* equipment 
No attempt was made i n   t h i s  program t o  i d e n t i e   o r  simulate the impe- 
dances of the equipment to which each wing circui t  was connected; however, 
actual measurements were made i n  most cases of the  voltages  arising  across 
1-ohm resistive loads connected to the wing circuits.  These measurements 
were made to verify  the  reliabil i ty of the measurements system, as previously 
described, and also t o  confirm the Thevenin equivalent circuit method of cal- 
culating  the load vol-tage, by comparison with actual measurements of voltages 
across a knom load. An example of t h i s  confirmation is now presented. 
Using the Thevenin equivalent  circuit of the example described on Page 
123 (circuit  R .060), the voltage appearing across a l-ohm resistive  load, 
ZL, 'CTil be calculated as follows: 
The expression f o r  e i n  the complex frequency domain is, from equation T 
0 4  ), 
In this ex-le, the load 5Jnpedance ZL is one ohm of resistance; thus, 
The voltage e,., across load ZL is obtained by substituting (29), (30) and 
(31) into equation (28) as follows: 
which, when simplified and expressed in .the time domain ylelds, 
(33 
The wave form described by WS equation is plotted on Mgure 46(b), to- 
gether with the wave form of the voltage actually measured across the 
l-crbra ;resistor, taken from the oscillogram of Figure 46(a). I t  is evident 
" t '  tbe amplitude and wave shape of the voltage eL calculated fmm the 
Thevenin equivalent circuit' campare favorably with those of the measured 
voltage , 
Thls example verifies that the Thevenin equivalent circuit  is in  fact  
a v a l i d  means of determining the voltage which would arise across the input 
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impedance of a piece of avionic equipment. The degree of accuracy associ- 
ated w i t h  this technique is of course dependent upon the authenticity of 
the previously determined Thevenin.circuit parameters. The Thevenin cir-  
cuits derived in   this   invest igat ion  are  comparatively simple circuits, the 
synthesis of  which was straightforward. It should be realized, however, 
that these circuits are in fact simplified approximations of highly complex 
circuits. Thus, care should be taken not to attach undue significance to 
the Thevenin circuit  parameters themselves. In particular, the same signif- 
icance given the Thevenin impedance, should not be given the RL and M 
quantit ies in equation (1) for the Thevenin voltage, eT. While Z does ap- 
pear to simply represent the actual vring circuit  impedances, analysis has 
not proceeded to the point of being able to  relate  the parameters % and M 
to tangible wing (or lightning) characteristics. The value of the Thevenin 
circuit  is therefore its usefulness as a means of determining the approxi- 
mate level of lightning induced voltages which a wing circuit  would impress 
upon various load impedances. 
zT’ 
T 
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5 vol ts /Div . 5 ps/Div. 
(a )  Voltage measured across 1-ohm resist ive load. 
0 
0 
a, 
\ 
\ 
\ 
(b) Comparison of measured load voltage from (a) w i t h  
load voltage calculated by Thevenin equivalent circuit  
FIGURE 46. - VERIFICATION OF THEVENIN CIRCUIT CALCULATION OF 
VOLTAGE ACROSS 14HM RESISTIVE WAD. CIRCUIT R.060 (GLIDE PATH 
RADIO ANTENNA). 40 K I U l h P I X E ,  8.2 x 14 WS LIGHTNING CURRENT TO 
LOCATION 1. 
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 
This research program was based on measurement of the voltages induced 
in  electrical   circuits  *thin an aircraf t  wing by lightning  currents flow- 
ing through i ts  skin and structural members.  The measured voltages were 
then subjected to  analysis, from which equivalent circuits were derived fo r  
use i n  determining the amount of induced voltage which would be applied to 
aircraft  loads t o  which the  circuits may be connected. 
Conclusions derived from this program which are associated with par- 
t icular wing circuits or t e s t  conditions have been included when warranted 
i n  the preceding discussions. However,  some general conclusions pertain- 
ing to the investigation as a whole are now discussed. 
Voltages Induced by Lightning 
It has been found that  lightning  currents flowing through a metallic 
aircraft   structure can cause transient.voltages to appear in   e lec t r ica l  
circuits within the structure. These voltages are a combination of a 
resistive voltage rise caused by lightning currents passing through the 
finite resistance of the aircraft structure, and a magnetically induced 
voltage arising in the electrical circuit as a result of linkage of mag- 
netic flux created by the l igh tn ing  current. In nearly a l l  cases this  
voltage, appearing across the open-circuit terminals of the circuit, 
could be expressed as a mathematical combination of these two voltage 
components, where each in   turn is  expressable as a function of the light- 
ning current itself, as follows: 
d i  
eoc = R  i + M -  L W L  d t  
where : 
e = voltage  appearing  across open oc wing circuit  terminals  at  root 
of wing 
resistance 
Rw = an effective wing (structure) 
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M = an effective mutual inductance between 
the l ightning current and the  par t icular  
wing e l ec t r i ca l   c i r cu i t  
i = lightning  current  (a  time-varying  function) L 
Because the induced voltages are dependent upon the lightning current,  
they vary considerably i n  amplitude ana wave shape according to   the   l igh t -  
ning current parameters of wave shape and amplitude. Induced voltages are 
a l so  dependent upon the character is t ics  of t h e   c i r c u i t   i n  which they are 
measured, and the  loca t ion  a t  which the lightning stroke attaches to the 
wing. 
Simulated l ightning currents of 40 kiloamperes were used f o r  most of 
these tests, with wave shapes r e su l t i ng  in  r a t e s  of current rise, to  which 
the magnetically induced voltage is proportional, of between 2 and 8 kilo- 
amperes per microsecond. These currents  resul ted in  induced voltages of 
between several  mill ivolts and one hundred -volts, depending upon the par- 
t i c u l a r  c i r c u i t  and test  conditions applied.  Init ially,  it may appear 
that transient overvoltages of 100 vol ts  or less may not be damaging t o  
avionics equipment t o  which the wing c i r cu i t s  a r e  connected, par t icular ly  
since only a portion of the total  voltage induced i n  the circui t  can ac- 
tual ly  ar ise  across  the input  impedance of the equipment i n  question. It 
is  not possible to compare these voltages with known equipment withstand 
levels ,  however, since there exist  no universal lightning induced t ransient  
voltage withstand requirements f o r  a i rc raf t  e lec t ronic  equipment. Such 
a i r c r a f t  manufacturers' specifications as do ex i s t  ( r e f .  11) apply only t o  
a i r c r a f t  power c i r cu i t s  and generally require that transient overvoltages 
of up t o  600 volts be withstood by these circui ts  and connected equipment. 
These specifications are intended to assure that the equipment will be un- 
damaged by a i r c r a f t  power system transients   resul t ing from system switching 
operations or  other sources within the aircraft power system. A s  such, 
they are not considered as applying to other circuits interconnecting 
various equipment within the aircraf t .  Voltages induced i n  some of these 
other circuits, which operate a t  the very low signal voltage levels charac- 
t e r i s t i c  of solid-state devices, may  damage or   interfere  with the operation 
of such equipment to a considerably greater extent than would similar volt- 
ages induced i n  the circuit  supplying a i rc raf t  power to the equipment, to 
which the power system transient overvoltage requirements apply. The tran- 
s ient  overvoltage withstand capability of most avionics equipment is un- 
known; however, the frequent reports of interference or malfunctions of 
avionics equipment while an a i rc raf t  is within a thunderstorm environment 
suggest that such equipment is susceptible t o  induced voltages as a result 
of lightning currents flowing through the aircraft .  
Taken in perspective, the results of this investigation indicate that 
voltages induced in similar circuits of other aircraft  are l ikely to be 
greater than those measured in this investigation. The lightning current 
amplitudes and rates of current rise applied for mst of these measurements, 
for example, are those of m r e  moderate strokes when compared with the range 
of similar characteristics of lightning strokes t o  ground, as shown on 
Figures 47  and 48. While considerably less is known of the characteristics 
of cloud-to-cloud lightning strokes, aircraft may be s t ruck by either type 
of stroke, and it is apparent that strokes of considerably greater magni- 
tude than those simulated i n   t h i s  program may pass through an aircraf t .  
From knowledge of the  relationship between lightning  current and induced 
voltage learned from this investigation, increases in stroke current ampli- 
tude azad ra te  of r i s e  will resu l t   i n  corresponding increases in  the  resis-  
t ive and magnetically induced components, respectively, of voltages induced 
in  a i rc raf t  c i rcu i t s .  From a study of Figures 47 and 48 it is evident that 
natural lightning may induce voltages several times greater than those in- 
duced  by the simulated strokes used in this investigation. Further, when 
comparing the voltages induced in  circuits  within  the F89J wing with those 
which might appear in other aircraft ,  the relative size of the wings, as 
/). b A m p l i  tude of Simulated 
2 
Kiloamperes 
FIGURE 47. - PROBclBILITY  DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHTNING  STROKE PEAK VALUES 
(From Bibliography - General Lightning Characteristics ) 
1OC 
8C 
6C 
4c 
2c 
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vel1 88 thickness of their  skins, must be considered. The F89J eng, with 
a %-foot length, is considerably shorter than similar dimensions of modern 
jet transport aircraft. Since the greatest voltages measured in  th i s  in -  
vestigation appeared i n  the longest circuits, it is probable that circui ts  
extending the length of longer wings wmld receive greater induced voltages 
than those measured i n  the F89J. The extent to which the thickness of 
wing skin is related to the level of induced voltages in circuits within 
could not be evaluated i n  t h i s  program; however, skin thickness is known 
to be s ignif icant   in  deterrrdning the electromagnetic shielding effective- 
ness of other enclosures. Generally, the thicker the skin the greater 
the shielding effectiveness. I t  should thus be noted that the skin plat- 
ing of the F89J ranged i n  thickness from 50 to over 250 mils, which i n  
some cases is  greater than corresponding thicknesses on other aircraft .  
The F89J is also an all-metall ic aircraft ,  and there are no panels o r  
sections covered with nonmetallic materials, as is the case i n  some air-  
craf t  of more  modern design. It  should also be realized that the resis- 
tive voltage component m s  kept comparatively low in   c i rcui ts   wi thin 
this wing due to the very low resistance of the metallic ski.n and struc- 
ture. If similar circuits were ut i l ized in  an aircraft constructed of 
the poor conducting composite material, the resulting resistive voltage 
r ises  m y  be many orders of magnitude greater. These materials would 
also have considerably less magnetic shielding ability, which. would re- 
sult i n  increases in   t he  magnetically induced component as well. 
Circuit Characteristics 
Considerable variation was evident i n  voltages induced i n  the var- 
ious circuits. An identical lightning stroke could induce up to  100 
vol t s  in  some circuits, while only a few millivolts i n  others. The char- 
acterist ics of the c i r c u i t s  which received the greatest and the least 
induced voltages are therefore of interest. In general thes? character- 
i s t i c s  can be summarized as follows: 
. . " . - - . - - - . .  
Circuit 
Charac- 
t e r i s t i c s  - : 
Highest 
voltages 
" ~ 
~ 
Lowest 
voltages 
Circuit 
Return 
. Path, 
Use 
airframe 
as 
re   turn 
Use 
separate 
conductor 
as 
re  turn 
~~ ~ - - . 
Circuit 
Terminatiol 
(Wi thin 
-~ 
. Wing) 
~~ 
~~ 
Through 
low i m -  
pedance 
component 
t o  a i r -  
frame 
Through 
high i m -  
pedance 
element 
t o  sep- 
arate  
return 
conduc- 
to r  
~~ 
Unshielded 
and ex- 
posed t o  
outside 
of wine; 
Shielded 
and  com- 
pletely 
enclosed 
by wing 
~~ 
Fbutincr: 
Exposed t o  
outside and 
routed 
across 
joints  to  
mechanically 
attached as- 
" -~. ~ 
Unexposed 
and ent i re ly  
within wing 
enclosure 
Lennth 
Extending 
through 
full  
length of 
wine; 
Extending 
O f i Y  
short 
distances 
i n  wing 
Particular relations and character is t ics   are   discussed  in   detai l   in   the 
report. From the above summary, it is apparent, however, that  the level 
of lightning induced voltages i s  considerably dependent upon the charac- 
t e r i s t i c s  of the individual circuits. A s  a result ,  rearrangement or mod- 
i f i ca t ion   i n   a i r c ra f t   e l ec t r i ca l   c i r cu i t s  where possible i n  the l i gh t  of 
the above findings may be an effective means of minimizing the effects of 
lightning on a i rc raf t   e lec t r ica l  systems. 
Analytical Method 
The method of analysis of data   ut i l ized  in   this  program has proven 
t o  be effective as a means of determining the amount of open-circuit in- 
duced voltage actually impressed upon a load impedance to which the cir-  
cu i t  i s  connected, provided reliable open-circuit and short-circuit meas- 
urements can be made. O f  equal or greater significance, however, is the 
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abili ty  to  analytically  relate,   in  nearly  all   cases,  the measured induced 
voltages to the lightning current wave shape and amplitude, as well as some 
effective wing parameters. While the effective wing parameters of resist-  
ance (Rw) and mutual inductance (M) have yet t o  be expressed i n  terms of 
tangible wing characteristics, they do shed light upon the qualitative ef- 
fects  of these electrical characteristics of the wing.  These relation- 
ships enable greater understanding of the factors permitting lightning 
to induce significant voltages in   a i rcraf t   e lectr ical   c i rcui ts .  
During this  program, a series of tes t s  were made i n  which the tran- 
sient analyzer was utilized t o  provide low-amplitude nondestructive cur- 
rent surges to  the wing. The transient analyzer i s  a device developed 
by the High Voltage Laboratory for  similar  transient response studies of 
large power transformers. In this series of tests, the induced voltage 
response t o  low-level currents from the transient analyzer was compared 
e t h  similar measurements of voltages induced by full-scale lightning 
currents. The comparison was favorable, indicating that the results of 
low-level tes t s  can be scaled proportionately upward to  determine the 
results obtainable from full-scale  lightning  currents. 
These tests indicated that the transient analyzer has validity as a 
methd of determining induced voltage levels in  a i rc raf t  c i rcu i t s .  In  
fact ,  it has several advantages over the full-scale technique. Aside 
from being physically portable, it has an electr ical   versat i l i ty  lacked 
by most full-scale impulse generators, and can generate a much wider range 
of  wave shapes. For example, it can generate currents with rise times 
many times faster than those obtainable with a full-scale impulse gener- 
ator. This will enable evaluation of induced voltages resulting from a 
much wider range of lightning current wave shapes than possible w i t h  full- 
scale tests.  
A system analysis technique such as this is  theoretically valid as 
long as the system electrical characteristics are linear. This w i l l  be 
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true  for an essentially  nonsaturable  (nonferrous)  system  like  an  aircraft 
as  long  as  the  patterns  of  lightning  current  flow  are  identical  throughout 
the  range  of  current  amplitudes  in  question.  This  was  apparently so for 
the F89J wing, and can  be  expected to be so unless  arcing  contacts  occur 
somewhere in the  structure,  which  would  render  the  path  of  full-scale c r= 
rent  flow  different  from  that  at  reduced  levels. In some aircraft  this 
may  be a possibility;  however,  careful  study  of  the  physical  system  before 
performance  of  transient  analysis  tests  should  enable  appropriate  identif- 
ication  of  this  possibility. 
Thus, this practical  and  nondestructive  technique  may  be  applicable 
to the  determination  of  possible  induced  voltages  in  the  circuits  of  oper- 
ational  aircraft. In such a case,  the  actual  voltages  and  currents  as- 
sociated  with  the  normal  aircraft  equipment  would  be  measurable,  since 
this equipment  would  of  course  already  be  connected  to  the  circuits. 
APPENDIX 
This section includes tables of a l l  tes t  resul ts  not  otherwise specif-  
i ca l ly  tabula ted  in  the  tex t  of this  report .  All measurements made on a 
par t icular  c i r c u i t  are tabulated together, and the tables are arranged in 
the order i n  which the   c i rcu i t s  have been discussed i n  the  text .  
The numerical values l i s t ed   i n   t he   t ab l e s   a r e   t he  peak o r  maximum 
values reached by a par t icular  induced voltage or current wave. I n  some 
cases, two values are given in the form, X/Y. In  this  case the quant i ty  
(X)  above the   l ine  i s  the maximum amplitude of the high-frequency oscilla- 
t ions sometimes superimposed on t h e   i n i t i a l   p a r t  of the measured induced 
voltage wave form. The  number below t h e  l i n e  (Y)  is the maximum amplitude 
of the induced voltage o r  current wave form i tself .  
All measurements tabulated have been the result of simulated lightning 
strokes with amplitudes of 40 kiloamperes, unless otherwise noted i n   t h e  
table.  
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TABLE XVI 0 - MAXIMUM AMPLITUDES OF MEASURED INDUCED VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS 
\ 
(Continued ) 
TABLE XVI (Continued) 
Circuit A.140, Right Armament Jettison 
Copductor 2A925G16 and Airframe 
Pylon attached 
Jettison  safety relay de-enerdzed - explosive bol t  not in   c i rcuf t  
I I  Slow Wave Form Fast Wave Form 1 
, , Aluminum foil applied over leading edge  seam I 
F o m r d  End 
TABU XVI (Continued) 
Circuit Eo0711, Right Fuel Quantity  Indication 
Open Circuit Voltage, eoc (volts) 
iL Wave Form: 
Cfrcuit Conductor 
; d 
1 
Forward End 
of Tip Tank 0.6 0.8 -1.1 1 01 
4 
Outboard 
Leading 
Edge 
5 
Trailing 
Edge of 
Aileron 
0.6 1.2 -0.9 0 0 4  
0.6 0.8 -0.8 0.6 . .  ! 
! 
7 
Center of 
Wing 
Surf ace 0.6 0.8 -0.6 1.3 
10 
Inboard 
Leading 
mge 0.9 -1.1 1.1 1.3 
(Continued) 
TABLE XVI (Continued ) 
Circuit E.0711, Right Fuel Quantity Indication 
Open Circuit Voltage, eoc (volts)  
i. J, Wave Form: Fast Wave  Form (8.2 x 14 US) 
I Circuit Conductor 
1 
1 
Forward End 
of Tip Tank -1.0 I 0.6 I 4.0 I -3.3 0,8 1.3 3.7 2.3 
Outboard 
Leading 
1 .o 0 02 2.2 0 09 
5 
Trailing 
Edge of 
Aileron 0.6 0.8 0.5 1.7 0.55 
1 .o 0.8 0.55 
1 Inboard I 1 
Leading 
+ EdPe 
0.5 1.6 0.4 
i 
TABLE XVTI (Continued ) 
(8.2 x 
Circuit  Short I 
Current, I 
14 ~ s )  
Current 
Across 
"Itage Through 
1" l-ohm 
Load Load 9 
"L i L 
(vol ts)  (amp.) 
Circuit E.0711, Ri@t Fuel Quantity  Indication 
conductor 2E69B22 and Airframe 
(Continued ) 
TABLE XVII (Continued) 
Circuit  F.0511. E-11 A U t O R i l O t  
Slow Wave Form Fast Wave Form iL Wave Form: 
Conductor 
F572K18 and 
Airframe 
F755E18 and 
Airframe 
F572K18 and 
F755E18 
- 
a 0  U 
A o r (  
$ 2  
1 
4 
5 
7 
10 
1 
4 
5 
7 
10 
1 
4 
5 
7 
10 
Open 
Circuit 
Voltage, 
e oc 
LVOl>& 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
5/1 
1 
2 
2 
0 e o 7  
?7/0.1 
0.1 
0 .1 
2 / 0 2  
- 
Short 
Xrcui t  
:urrent, 
&!L!zaL 
0.1 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
0.3 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
~ - ~~~ - 
Open 
Circuit 
Voltage, 
e oc 
3 
2.5 
2 
2 
3 
2.5 
2 
2 
2 
5/2 
0 .4 
3/ 048 
0.6 
61.5 
L .5/.2 
c 
C 
C 
c 
(8,2 x 
Short 
l ircuit  
lurrent , 
&%sL 
isc 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
002 
0.5 
0.5 
0.1 
005  
100 Kiloampere Oscillatory Current, Wave Shape of F i r s t  Half Cycle: 13 x 23 ps 
F572K18 and 1 
Airframe 5 
F755E18 and 1 
Airframe 5 
F572K18 and 1 
F755E18 5 
4,. 0 
3.8 
4 06 
3.6 
1.8 
2.5 
1 
TABLE XVII (Continued) 
Circuit L.050, b s i t i o n  Light 
i 
Conductor 2LlbE18 and , 
Slow Wave Form 
.rframe 
Fast Wave Form I t- i Wave Form: L Voltage Across l-0hm 
Load, 
L e 
J V O l U  
12 .o 
(36 x 82 us) 
Current 
Through 
l& 
Load, 
iL 
&!mL 
6 .O 
Open 
Circuit 
Voltage, 
e oc 
Jyol t sL 
%/48 
Short 
Ciycuit 
Current, 
' 
a=e@&z 
15.0 
Open 
Circuit 
Voltage, 
e oc Ivolts) 
Stroke 
Location 
1 
Forward End 
of Tix, Tank 
4 
Outboard 
Leading 
, Edge 
5 
Trailing 
Edge of 
Aileron 
Center of 
Surface 
Inboard 
Leading 
7 
10 
I 
0.6 
I 
6/2.2 w 4  1.1 0.7 
15/3.8 1 .o 30/12 4 .O 3 .O 
I 
1.2 { 
t 
I 
0.65 
10/2 .4 1.5 1.2 
~ 
10/1 . 8 l f /2  .8 1 .? 
(Continued ) 
T(LBm XVII (kntinued) 
Circuit L.050. Pbsiti'on Light 
.&rame 
Fast Wave Form 
Conductor 2LJbE18 and P 
Slow Wave Form 
Stroke 
Ucation 
Stroke t o  removable panel on top of Wing (panel completely bolted)  
Wing Panel " 0- 0.6 1.6 -0 -0 00 0- 
Stroke to  removable panel on top of wing (panel fastened by 8 bolts) 
W i n g  Panel " 0- 0 e65 2 00 " " IO " 
1 Kiloampere stroke from transient analyzer 
100 Kiloampere oscillatory current, wave shape of first half cycle: 13 x 23 ps 
1 
Forward End 
of Tip Tank 
5 
Trailing 
Edge of " 
Aileron 
M 70., 0 
(Continued ) 
I 
TABU XVI (Continued) 
Cfrcuit Q .&Ol, Fuel Vent Valves 
Conductor 2Q.33iDU and Airframe 
Slow Wave Form Fast Wave Form i, Wave Form: 
Stroke 
hcation 
1 
Forward End 
of Tip Tank 
5 
Trailing 
Edge of 
Aileron 
7 
Center of 
wing 
Surface 
10 
Inboard 
Leading 
Edge 
1 
1.8 0.75 0.7 
1.7 0.7 0.7 
1.9 0.7 0.6 
* 0 4  I 0*95 I Oo9 
(continued ) 
TABIX MI (Continued) 
Circuit Q.060. Right Wing Tank Booster Pump 
i Conducbr 29.78C12-and A 
- 
i Wave Form: Slow Wave Form (36 X 82 US) 
I I voltage I Current 
Forward  End 2.3/2 0.9 0.5 O e 5  
of Tip T a l c  
4 
Outboard 
Leading , 6/1.8 0.9 0.5  0.5 
5 
Trailing 
Edge of 
Aileron 1 .o " " 
7 
Center of 
Wing 1.7 1.3 0.7 0.7 
Surface 
10 
Inboard 
Leading 2 .o 0.9 0.5 0.5 
Edge II I I I 
rframe 
Fast  Wave Form 
Open 
Circuit 
Voltage, 
e oc 
* ~ V O l . t s S  
2.5 
2.6 
I 
I 
- 
- 
Using transient analyzer as l i & t n i n p  current source - 1 kiloampere crest applied wave 
1 II " -- " " I 0.1 I 0.1 " " i 
(Contbuec) - 
3.2/1.5 
7 /3  
2.4 
2.8 I 1.2 1 1.2 
2.7 1 .o 0.9 
3 .a 1.6 1.6 
TABU XVII (Continued) 
Circuit R.060, AN/ARN-l8 Glide Path Radio Receiver 
Coiductor RA35C and A i l  
i Wave  Form: Slow Wave Form L (36 x 82 us) 
i 
4 
Outboard 9/4 12 .o 2.8 2.6 
Leading 
Edge 
Trailing 
Edge o f  3/ .8 4 .O 2/1 0.8 
Aileron 
5 
7 
Center of 
Wing 6/  .6 3 -0 0.6 0.6 
Surface 
Inboard 
Leading 6/2 5 .O 1.0 0.5 
10 
Edge II ! 1 1 
'rame 
Fast Wave Form 
Open 
Circuit 
Voltage, 
e oc 
,(vplts ,I 
30/7 
mm Voltage Current 
18.0 I 7.0 1 6.5 
1 
I 1 
I 
20*o I I 7.0 --"- 
* Antenna coupling capacitor opened for these measurements. Capacitor shorted for 
(Continued) 
all other measurements. 
TABU XVI (Continued) 
Circuit R.060, AN/ARN-18 Glide Path Radio Receiver 
Wing Panel " " " " 5.0 " " I 
Stroke to  removable panel on top of iring (panel completely unbolted and elevated 
1/4q1 by insulating  spacers) 
Wing Panel 0.- " 6 .O 1.6 " " " " 1 I 
Stroke to removable panel on top of Mng (panel completely unbolted and elevated 
(Continued ) 
N 
! 
TABLE: XVrI (Continued ) 
Circuit S ,220, Armament Power Supply 
Open Circuit Voltage, eoc (vol ts )  
Wave Form: Slow Wave Form U Fast Wave Fom " L (36 X 82 US) (8.2 X 14 US) 
Leading [ .04 I .045 I .045 I .04 I .06 1.025 I .02 I .03 I .02 
Edge 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10 . 
11. 
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